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PREFACE
The objective of this contract (NAS5-24067) is the development of
computer, software for the preflight mission analysis of missions to earth-
sun libration points. This soft\vare, designated STEAP-L, extends the capa-
bility of the Space Trajectories Error Analysis Programs (STEAP) developed
under contracts NASI-9745, NAS5-11795, and NAS5-IIS73 and begins the inte-
gration of STEAP with the Goddard Trajectory Determination System (GTDS).
The software produced consists of t~vo related programs, both of which
use the GTDS Cowell propagator for the computation of the trajectory and state
transi.tion matrices. The first program, NOHNAL, is responsible for the gen-
eration of the nominal trajectory from launch at earth to insertion into halo
orbit about the desired libration point. NOMNAL uses a Ne~vton-Raphson
iteration (moving backward in time from the insertion maneuver) to perform
the targeting of both impulsive and finite burn insertions into halo orbit.
A user-controlled launch profile allo~vs the transfer to be tied to a realfs-
tic launch and injection. NO~mAL stores the targeted trajectory and state
transition matrices on a file for later analysid by the second program
ERRAN.
The program ERRAN perfonns generalized linear error analyses along
specific targeted trajectories. Knowledge and control covariances are pro-
pagated along the trajectory through a series of measurements and Buidance
events in a totally integrated fashion. The knowledge covariance is pro-
cessed through measurements using a Kalman-Schmidt recursive filter with
arbitrary solve-for/consider/ignore state augmentation. Probabilistic
midcourse corrections are computed using an exact analytic formulation.
ERRAN obtains the trajectory and state transition matrices from a file
generated by NO~rnAL for program efficiency ..
A major conclusion of this effort is that the complementary features
of the GTDS and STEAP systems may be effectively combined to yield a signifi-
cantly improved system. Thus the Cowell file generator/readtr capability of
the GTDS has been combined with the generalized covariance analysis of STEAP
to yield a more efficient, extended ~rror analysis capability than either
system had previously. Other conclusions reflect the efficacy of the back-
ward targeting algorithm developed for the lioration mission targeting and
the analytic formulation implemented for the midcourse correction sizing.
The general recommendations for future effort.identified during this
study are t~vo- fold. Because of the success of this preliminary integration
of the GTDS and STEAP systems it is recoTIilllended that this effort be' continued
and enlarged. In the specific area of libration point mission analysis, it
is recolumended that more detailed models (e.g., pulsing thrust insertion into
halo orbit) be developed and continued studies be made of critical problems
(e.g. station-keeping error analysis) for these peculiar missions which are
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Details of L1 and L2 Libration Points
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Semi-major axis of conic
Correlation between position/velocity state and solve-for
parameters
Correlation between position/velocity state and dynamic
consider parameters
Correlation between position/velocity state and measure-
ment consider parameters
Correlation between solve-for parameters and dynamic
consider parameters




True anomaly on conic
Observation matrix relating observables to dynamic consider
parameter state
Observation matrix relating observables to position/velocity
s ta te
Inclination of conic (reference body equatorial)
Measurement residual covariance matrix
Kalman gain constant for position/velocity state
Observation matrix relating observables to measurement
consiuer parameter state
Mean longitude
Obs~rvDtion matrix relating observables to solve-for
parameter state
Hean anomaly
Dimension of solve-for parameter state
Dimension of dynamic consider parameter state
Dimension of measurement consider parameter state
Semilatus rectum of conic
Probability density function
Posi tioll/ve loci ty covariance rna tt-ix





























Solve-for parameter covariance matrix
Dynamic noise covariance matrix
Execution ~rrDr matrix
Unit vector in plane of motion normal to P
Radius
Radius of closest approach
Measurement noise covariance matrix
Actual noise covariance matrix
Kalman gain constant for solve-for parameters
Velocity correcti?n covariance matrix
Time of closest approach to target body
Time interval
Dynamic consider parameter covariance matrix
Velocity
Measurement consider parameter covariance matrix
Target parameter covariance matrix
Unit normal to orbital plane
Actual position/ve~ocity state
















Errors in target parameters
Variation matrix relating position/velocity variations to
target conditions
State transition matrix partition associated with solve-for
parameters





























Longitude or right ascension
Projection of target condition covariance matrix W. into
the impact plane ]










State transition matrix for position/velocity state
Latitude
Sensitivity matrix
Matrix relating guidance corrections to target condition
deviations





Final variable (t f )
Initial variable (t.)
~
Index of current guidance event (P.)
]
Index of current measurement (Pk )
Knmvledge variable (PK)
Solve-for parameter (x )
s
Augmented variable (<t> A')
('" T)Ma trix transpose ~
viii
Symbol Definition
-1 Ma trix inverse
,~ace Irajectories ~rror ~nalysis Krograms



















Variable immediately before instant (P~ or v )
+ v+ )Variable -immediately after instant Pk or
Astronomical unit
Closest approach to reference body
Error analysis program
Fixed time of arrival" (guidance policy)
Greenwich hour angle
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard T(aj~ctory Determination System
Julian date (referenced either oyr or 1900yr )
Kilometers
Midcourse correction







This Programmer's Manual summarizes the structure and coding of the STEAP-L
programs NOMNAL and ERRAN and the subroutines they include. The discussions
are intended to provide the reader with sufficient information to effectively
modify or extend those programs. An accompanying volume, the Analytic and
User's Manual, summarizes the mathematical assumptions and analysis of the
programs and details the actual usage .(input and output requirements) of those
programs.
This volume is divided into three major parts. This introductory chapter
discusses the general development of the STEAP library of programs, describes
the libration point missions toward which the current effort is directed, and
summarizes the capability of the two programs developed for this application,
NOMNAL and ERRAN. The second and third chapters summarize the overall
programming and storage of the NOMNAL and ERRAN programs respectively. The
fourth chapter forming the bulk of this volume provides documentation of each
subroutine of STEAP-L in alphabetical order.
1.1 Development of STEAP
I
STEAPis an acronym for Space Trajectory Error Analysis Programs. Rather
than a single computer progra~, STEAP is a library of related programs for the
analysis of the navigation and guidance characteristics of space missions.
These programs have been developed, modified, and extended over a number of
years by the Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC) under the direction of NASA in
a variety of contracts.
There are two pr~mary unifying elements in the development of the STEAP
system. The first is in the underlying philosophy of STEAP. STEAP has always
been directed toward the performance of a totally-integrated analysis of the
navigation and guidance processes of space missions. Thus interaction is
continually forced between the tracking uncertainties and the maneuver
execution errors to determihe the evolving uncertainties in the knowledge and
control of the spacecraft trajectory. The second element is in general program
'structure. The STEAP software has continually been divided into three distinct
operational ~odes responsible for nominal trajectory targeting and generation
(NOMNAL), linear error analyses (ERRAN) , and single-case or Monte Carlo
simulations (SIMUL) .. The current effort does not address the third of these
types of programs.
The mathematical foundation for the STEAP system was initially developed
under Contract NAS8-2l120 for Marshall Space Flight Center. The first version
of STEAP (Contract NASl-8745) was constructed for general interplanetary
ballistic missions for Langley Research Center to support the Viking mission
analysis and design. Later development of STEAP was performed for Goddard
Space Flight Center (Contracts NAS5-ll795 and NASS-11873) where specific
extensions required for Planetary Explorer (later known as Pioneer Venus) and
general Lunar missidns were added in a version called STEAP-II. More recently,
programs for the navigation and guidance analysis of low thrust inter-planetary
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and near-Earth missions have been developed for Langley Research Cencer (NASl-
11686) and Marshall Space Flight Center (~ontract. NAS8-29666). Throughout
this time, improvements in the analytical techniques and program structure
have been continually identified and incorpo~ated into the STEAP series of
programs. (References 1-5).
Under the current contractual effort, versions of NOMNAL and ERRAN
appropriate for missions to Earth-Sun libration points have been developed
(termed STEAp-L). A very significant feature of this effort is .that the
Goddard Trajectory Determination System (GTDS) Cowell propagator is being
integrated into the STEAP-L programs. The Cowell propagator permits the
generation of a file containing trajectory and state transition matrix
(computed by integration of the variational equations) data during the NOMNAL
run. This data may then be efficiently retrieved in subsequent ERRAN runs,
thereby eliminating the costly integration cycle from ERRAN.
A number of ne\v analytical features have been added to STEAP under this
contract. An unusual approach has been used in the targeting of the libration
point missions. Backward integration is used in computing the successive
trajectory iterates and targeting matrices required by the Newton Raphson
targeting algorithm. This backward targeting scheme efficiently produces a
targeted transfer trajectory that is consistent with realistic launch and
injection constraints. The approach is well-suited to cometary or lunar
missions as well.
An exact computation of the probabilistic midcourse correction require-
ments using the recently published technique of Lee-Boain (Reference 6)has been
added to ERRAN. This replaces the previous model which employed the Hoffman-
Young approximation (Reference 7) and which could lead to significant errors
at the higher probability levels. This technique is applicable to lunar or
interplanetary trajectories as well as the libration point missions:
A third significant item developed during this effort has been the re-
formulation of the variable time-of-arrival (VTA) guidance policy for the
libration point mission application. The guidance policies available in
previous versions of STEAP always assumed that~he target state was referenced
to a gravitational body such as the moon or a planet. This restriction has
now been removed.
The characteristics of the libration point missions necessitating thes~
. extensions are described in the summary of the libration point missions given
in the next section. The capabilities of the resulting programs NOMNAL and
ERRAN are then detailed tn the next two sections.
1.2 Libration Point ~ission Application
The STEAP-L programs developed under this contract are designed for use
primarily for the artalysis of missions to the two Earth-Sun libration points
near the Earth. These are designated Ll and L2 in Figure 1.1, which shows





























Figure 1.1 Earth-Sun Libration
Points
Figure 1.Z Details of L1 and LZ
Libration Points
Figure 1.Z sho~s in more detail the location,of points L1 and LZ with 'respect
to the Earth • ...,ith the orbit of the Hoon,' the classical or Laplacian sphere
of influence of the earth, and an enlarged version occasionally used in tar-




~vhere RSE is the Earth-Sun distance and ME and MS are the masses of the Earth
and Sun respectively.
Efficient transfers from· circular Earth parking orbit to the L1 and L1points have been shmm (Reference 8) to fall into at least t~vo major families;
those with short (-25 to 50 day) transfer times and those with long (-100 to
135 day) transfer times. The fast transfers require from 341 to about 400
meters/second 6V to insert into orbit near the libration point, with the
minimum ~v at about 36.4 days. The slow transfers require insertion ~V of
from 272 to about 400 neters/second. with the minimum ~V at about 116.8 days.
These optimum dnsertion values are based upon the Earth in a circular orbit
around the Sun and will vary slightly due to the ellipticity of the orbit of
the Earth,. The influence of the moon will affect them also. Both of the
families discussed above assume a posigrade transfer orbit upon leaving the
Earth; corresponding falnilies exist for retrograde departures, but these re-
quire higher insertion ~V at the libration point. For long flight times at
least two other families of trajectories exist but have higher ~V require-
ments. Even more families exist with longer flight times (-175 days) that
have lower ~V requirements (-ZOO meters/second) (Reference 8).
'J
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The primary feature of the libration points is that they are equilibrium
points of the system; i.e' J if a spacecraft is placed exactly at a libration
point with no motion relative to the system, it will remain at that point
relative to the two-body configuration. The collinear points (11 , 12' 13)
are unstable while the equilateral triangle points (14' LS) are only quasi-
stable. Thus, som~ form of station-keeping is necessary to maint~in the
spacecraft in that location. However, the fuel requi~ed is still much less
than it would be.at arbitrary points of the system. Thus, the 11 and 12points offer attractive stations for spacecraft for monitoring solar or solarI
earth phenomena (Reference 9). To facilitate corrununications, the spacecraft
would generally be placed in a Ilhalo-orbit" about the libration point so that
the sun would not obstruct the view of the spacecraft from earth. A typical
halo-orbit in the plane normal to the rotating earth-sun line is illustrated
in Figure 1. 3.
X-axis from Sun to Earth
Z-axis Normal to ~cliptic





Figure 1.3 Typical Halo-Orbit as Viewed from Earth
The current ~ffort is directed toward the study of the transfer and in-
sertion phases of the lib ration point mission; the station-keeping while in
the halo-orbit was not addressed in this effort. The two programs developed
for the analysis of libration point transfers include the nominal trajectory
and maneuver targeting program NOi-ll'iAL and the navigation and guidance error
analysis program ER~~N surr~rized in the next two sections.
1.3 Sur:unary of NOMNAL
The computer program NO:1NAl is responsible for the generation of a nomi-
nal trajectory from injection at earth to in~ertion into a halo orbit about
a libration point in the earth-sun system.
Nmr:'TAL uses a specialized version of the GTDS Co~:ell propagator for the
integration of the trajectory equations. The dynamic model used-in the re-
duced Cow8ll propagat~r includes the accelerations J on the spacecraft pro-·
duced by a central body, up to two non-central bodies, and finite thrust
engines. The Cowell propagator generates state and control transition cia-
trices by integration of variation<1l equations simultaneously with the equa- e
tions of motion. These matrices are then used in the targeting of the li-
bration point missicris ~ithin NO~~~L and in the propagation of cov3riance
matrices and the errOl" analysis of the finite burn insertion maneuver in ERRAN •.
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NOMNAL has the capability to target transfer trajectories to libration
points using both impulsive and finite thrust insertion maneuvers. In either
case a backward targeting scheme is employed where conditions at the libra-
tion point are iteratively improved to yield trajectories which when propa-
gated backwards in time from the desired arrival point and time to the earth
satisfy desired target conditions. The three target conditions at the earth
are radius of closest approach, equatorial inclination at closest approach,
and time at clos~st approach. These three conditions are normally selected
to be consistent with the desired parking orbit radius, launch site latitude,
and desired trip ·time.
In impulsive targeting the three controls at the libration point are the
three components of velocity on the transfer trajectory. In finite thrust
targeting the controls are the right ascension and declination of the thrust
dir~ction and the duration of the burn; the thrust· magnitude, engine specific
impulse, and initial spacecraft mass are held constant at the user-supplied
values. A Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to iteratively improve the con-
trol parameters to determine their required values.
The program includes three options for the determination of the zero
iterate values to begin the targeting process: table interrogation, conic
approximation, and user-specification. Tables defining targeted velocities
have been constructed for transfers to the Ll and L2 points with trip times
in the vicinity of either optimal transfer (tabulated DVS for trip times of
from 25 to 50 days and from 102 to 130 days at 1 day intervals). Initiai
values of velocity may then be interpolated from the data stored in these
tables. The second option computes the initial libration point velocity by
solving Lambert'p theorem for the geocentric conic connec~ing the libration
point radius and the injection radius in the desired time. The third option
accepts a user-supplied zero iterate vector computed by the user outside the
program.
NO~mAL can adjust the injection time of the transfer to correspond to a
realistic launch profile specified by the user. It then adjusts the arrival
time by the same amount to hold the trip time at the user-desired value.
NO~mAL computes and records such information as the required launch azimuth,
coast time, and whether or not a coplanar injectio~ maneuver is required.
1.4 Summary of ERRAN
The error analysis/generalized covariance analysis program ERRAN is a
preflight mission analysis tool that is used to deterreine ho~v selected error
sources influence the orbit determination process for libration point missions.
In the errpr analysis mode, ERRAN provides three primaryquantit~tive
results: (1) knowledge covariance matrices, which provide a measure of how
well the actual trajectory is known, (2) control covariance matrices, which
. when propagated forward to the target provide a measure of how well the
nominal target conditions will be satisfied by the actual trajectory, and
(3) statistical mid course DVS, which provide a measure of the amount of fuel
required for a successful mission.
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In the generalized covariance analysis mode t ERRAN provides all of the
above information plus corresponding "actual" statistical information. The
three results discussed in the previous paragraph are all computed on the
basis of statistical distributions assumed by the navigation filter to des-
cribe the significant error sources. In th~genera1ized covariance analysis
mode t "actual" knowledge covariances t control covariances t and statistical
midcourse 6Vs are computed on the basis of 'statistical distributions that
actually describe both error sources acknmoJ'ledged by the navigation filter
and the error sources ignored. The primary use of the generalized covariance
analysis program is to study the sensitivity of filter performance to off-
design conditions.
Up to 15 measurement parameters may be solved-for or considered by the
navigation filter employing a Kalman-Schmidt sequential formulation. Param-
eters not acknowledged in design of the filter may be treated as ignore pa-
rameters when ERRAN is run in the generalized covariance analysis mode.
Measurement biases include biases in the locations of the three e~rth-based
tracking stations t and biases in all measurements. Available measurement
types are range, Doppler, and a simple optical model. Measurement noise
for each measurement type is assumed to be constant.
The computational procedure in ERRAN is divided into basic cycle com-
putations and event computations. Basic cycle comput~tions are concerned with
the propagation of covariances fonoJ'ard to a measurement time and processing
the measurement. Events refer to a set of specialized computations, not
directly concerned with measurement processing, that can be scheduled to occur
at arbitrary times alon~ the trajectory. State transition matrices interpp-
lated from the file created by NOMNAL are used for all covariance matrix /
pro~agation.
The four events available in ERRAN are eigenvector, prediction, guid-
ance, and final insertion into halo orbit. At an eigenvector event the
position and velocity partitions of the knowledge covariance matrix are
diagonalized to reveal geometric information about the size and orie~tation
of the position and velocity navigation uncertainties. At a prediction event
the most recent covariance matrix is propagated forward to some critical tra-
jectory time to determine predicted navigation uncertainties in the absence
of further measurements.
The guidance event is the most complex event and yields much useful
information for preflight mission analysis. Several types of guidance events
are available in ERRAN. At a midcourse guidance event the user can choose
from either fixed or variable time of arrival guidance policies (FTA or VTA).
Execution error statistics are generated using an impulsive error TIlodel de-
.fined by a proportionality error, a resolution error, and two pointing angle
errors. The execution errors of the insertion maneuver may be modeled as
either an impulsive maneuver (defin,=d above) or a finite thrust maneuver
(component errors modeled as two pointing errors and <l thrust magnitude
uncertainty). The target condition covariance matrix both before and
after the maneuver is printed out for midcourse and insertion maneuvers.
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20 NOMNAl PROGHAM STRUCTURE
201 NOMNAl PROGRAM DESC~IPTION
THE STEAP~l/NOMNAl PROGRAM IS A DiGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM
WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV COMPATIBLE WITH THE IBM 360/370 SYSTEM •
. THE PROGRA~ CONTAINS ABOUT EIGHTY SUBROUTINES Of WHICH ONE-HALF
ARE ~SSOCIATED ~ITH THE COWELL PROPAGATOR, ONE THIRD ARE GENERAL
UTIlITV ROUTINES, AND THE REMAINDER ARE SPECIFIC ROUTINES FOR THE
lXBRATIONPOINY' APPLICATION. THE PROGRAM ACCESSES FOUR DATA SETS
DURING OPERATION: THE STANDARD FORTRAN INPUT (SYSIN) AND THE
PRESENTATION OUTPUT (SYSOUT=A) DATA SETS, THE DIRECT ACCESS
SOLAR/lUNAR/PLANETARY EPHEMERIS FILE USED BY THE GTOS
(DSN=GTOS.SlP19500JAN71) AND THE SEQUENTIAL ORBIT 'FILE
ON WHICH THE TRAJECTORY AND ~TATE TRANSITION MATRIX DATA
ARE STORED FOR LATER USf~ THE PROGR~M (NON-OVERLAID)
REQUIRES 255K OR 245K BYTES STORAGE DEPENDING UPON
WHETHER lHf ORBIT fILE IS GENERATED OR NOT.
2.2 NOMNAl SUBROUTINE HIERARCHY
FIGURE 201 ILLUSTRATES THE GENERAL PROGRAM STRUCTURE. THE
MAIN PROGRAM CAllS THREE EXECUTIVE ROUTINES FOR THE THREE MAJOR
ACTIVITIES OF THE PROGRAM. HPRELM IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PRELIMINARY
DATA MANIPULATION ANn THE GENE~TION OF THE ZERO ITE~ATE SOLUTION.
HGIDNS 'XS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TARGETING OF EITHEH THE IMPULSIVE
OR FINITE BURN INSERTION TRAJECTORY. HTRJTY PROPAGATES AND
STORES THE REQUIRED TRAJECTORIES AND STATE TRANSITION MATRICES
USING THE GTCS CO~ELl PROPAGATOR SPECIALIZED TO THIS APPLICATION.
CHAPTER 4 PROVIDES AN INDEX OF ALL ROUTINES USED IN NOMNAL AND
GIVES INDIVIDUAL ROUTINE DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING DESCRIPTIONS,
ANALYSES, AND FLOWCHARTS.
2.3 NOMNAL COMMON VARIABLES
THE FOLLOWING T~O SUBSECTIONS PROVIDE DEFINITIONS OF THE
VARiABLES APPEARING IN COMMON BLOCKS IN THE NOMNAL PROGRAMS.
SUBSECTION 2 0 3.1 LISTS THE COMMON BLOCKS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER AND
GIVES THE SIZE Of THE BLOCKS AND THE DEFINITIONS OF THE VARIABLES
APPEAHING ~ITHXN EACH BLOCK. SUBSECTION 2.3.2 LISTS ALL THE
COMMON VARIABLES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER AND DEFINES THE BLOCK TO






























































































































































































































































































































2.3.1 COMMON BLOCKS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER





NUMBER OF GRAVITATING BODIES










CENTRAL BODY NUMBER (GTDS CONVENTION)
NOT USED
NOT USED













CENTRAL BODY NUMBER (GTDS CONVENTION)
TOTAL NUMBER OF SECTIONS
CURRENT SECTION NU~BER
FLAGS FOR SECTION

















NUMBER OF CCN,M) TO BE ESTIMATED
NUMBER OF SCN,~) TO BE ESTIMATED
TOTAL NUMBRE OF POTENTIAL COEfFICiENTS TO BE
£STllo1,4TEO
NUMBER OF STATE UNKNOWNS














FLAGS 5 (SHE 4»


















NSTR o MAX NUMBER OF ACCELERATION POINTS
.-------~-------------~---------------------------------------------~--~-------,
FSUNlT (SIZE 8)
FSUNLT o OCCULTATION FLAG
--------~~--~_Q_~--~-~-------------------------------------------~-----~-------
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STATE VECTOR Of SIC Ai LIBRATION POINT
JULIAN DAT~ OF SIC AT LI8R~TXON POINT
STAVE VECTOR OF SIC AT BURN INITIATION
gURN TIME









STATE PARTIALS OVER BURN PHASE
~URN PARTIALS



















FLAG TO INDICATE FINITE BURN INTEGRATION
NOT USED
FLAG TO INDICATE TARGETING CONVERGENCE·
MAXY~U~ NUMBER OF TARGETING ITERATION
CURRENT TARGETING ITERATION
FLAG TO INDICATE TyPE OF BURN STRATEGY
Gr~R (SIZE 40)
YARGEr VECTOR OF DESIRED VALUES



















VECTOR ADDED TO LIBRATION STATE FOR TARGETING
EARTH STATE SCALING CONSTAN~S REQUIRED TO
GENERATE STATE VECTOR OF LIBRATION POINT
LIBPATION POINT OF INTEREST
-------------.-----_.-------_.--.--------------------- -------~-----------------
IOFLAG (SIZE 338)
lOON 0 FLAG TO INDICATE ORBIT FILE IS BEING WRITTEN
ON THIS PASS
IOISt< 4 FLAt; TO INDICATE IF AN ORBIT FILE IS TO BE
WRITTEN FOR THIS CASE
NCPR 8 NOT USED
NPOINT C NUMBER OF SPECIAL pRINT POINTS
TP 10 VECTOR OF SPECIAL pRINT POINTS


























VECTOR OF GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANTS (STEAP
CONVENTION)
RADIUS OF SPHERE OF INFLUENCE (STEAP CONVENTION)







FLAG TO INDICATE TARGET-LAUNCH COMPATIBILITY
FLAG TO INDICATE THAT LAUNCH PROFILE IS TO
BE GENERATED ON T~15 PASS
-----------------------------------------------------------------.----------.--,~
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NUMBER OF TIMES CSTEP WAS CALLED










NU~8ER Of TERMS IN INTEGRATION fORMULAS FOR
POSITION AND VELOCITY . I
NUMBER Of TERMS IN INTEGRATION FORMULAS FOR
PARTIAS
MAXiMUM NUMBER Of ITERATIONS USED ~y INTEGRATOR
-----~--~.--~-~---~----------------------------~~----- ----------------------.--
LAGS12 (SIZE 4)
I( o CURRENT ACCELERATION POINT
____________________ m ._. ••-,
LAGSl3 <SIZE Ab
NOFC(2) o NUMBER Of TIMES FROCES WERE REQUESTED__ ~ o -.
FLAGSl4- (SIZE A)
. NOSTEP (2) o GTDC; COUNTER
----~---~~~~-----~-------~~--~------------------------ -------------------------,
LAGS15 ISIZE 4)
IELEVN o ACCUMULATED ACCELERATION POINTS TO BE WRITTEN
TO THE ORBIT fILE____ o __~~ ~ ' ~ --
o
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FIRST INJECTION AURN ARC
SECOND INJECTION RURN AHC
DURAT10N OF 1ST INJECTION BURN
DURATION O~ 2ND INJECTION BURN
LONGITUDE OF LAUNCH SITE
LATITUDE OF lAUNC~ SITE
ROTATION RATE OF LAUNCH PLANET
INVfRSE OF PARKING ORBIT R~TE
DESIRED LAUNCH AZIMUTH









SIGNED STEP SIZE (SEC)
TIME UP TO WHICH INTEGRATION HAS PROGRESSED
----------~~--~--------------------------------------------~-~----------------_.
LINK12 (SIZE un

















PREDICTOR COEFFICIENT FOR POSITION TERMS
CORRECTOR COEFFICIENT FOR POSITION
PREDICTOR COEFFICIENT FOR POSITION PARTIAL TERMS





CE10l o TRUNCATION ERROR TOLERANCE
--~--~--~-~--~----------------------~-----------~------.---=-~--~--------------_.
LINK29
o ARRAY O~ STATE VECTORS Of NON-CENTRAL BODIES














STARTER CORRECTOR COEFFICIE~TS FOR POSITION
STARTER CORRECTOR COEFFICIENTS FOR VELOCITY
STARTER COEFFiCIENTS ~OR FIRST SUM






ARRAV OF STARTER POSiTION VECTORS










ACCELERATION DUE TO CENTRAL BODY
ACCELERATION DUE TO NON-CENTRAL BODIES
ACCElEPATION DUE TO THRUST
ACCELERATION DUE TO THRUST AND NON-CENTRAL BODIES
lENK38 «SIZE 3FO)
SX1(31 0 1ST SUM FOR EQUATIONS Of MOTXON
SX2(31 18 2ND SUM FOR EQUATiONS Of MOTXON
SVlr30201 30 nST SUM FOR VARIATiONAL EQUATIONS
~---_:~:~:::~~--------_:~~-=-_:~~_:~~-~~~-~~~~~~:~~~~-:~~~:~~~:_---------------_.
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YEAR, MONTH, DAY OF INITIAL CONDITIONS







PREVIOUS POSITION AND VELOCITY















PREDICTOR COEFFICIENT FOR VELOCITY TERMS





CENTRAL BODY ACCELERATION FOR VARIATIONAL TERMS























ARRAY OF POSITIONS DF NON-CENTRAL BODIES WRT SIC
SQUA~E OF DISTANCE BETWEEN NON-CENTRAL BODIES
AND SIC
DISTANCE BETWEEN NON-CENTRAL BODIES AND SIC
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT
_____ o ~_~ ~ __~-~_~ ---- - .--1
•2-10
NAMEIDIM) DYSP DEFINITION


















MATRIX TO CONVERT SElENOCENTRIC YO SELENOGRAPHIC
DERIVATIVE OF ~ATRIX 'A'
MATPIX TO CONVERT EARTH INERTIAL TO EA~TH BODY
FIXED




x POLAR MOTION ANGLE
Y POLAR MOTION ANGLE
-------------~-------~--------------------------------------------------~------
MECEe (SIZE 48)
ECEQ«),3) o ECLIPTIC TO EARTH EQUATORIAL ROTATION ~ATRIX
------~~~---~-~-~---~--~-~----~----------------------- ----------------------.---, '
MEQEC (SIZE 48)







fLAG TO INDICATE INITIAL RUN
FLAG TO INDICATE TERMINATION Of CURRENT CASE
2.0 0 PI
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANTS Of CENTR~L BODIES
(GTOS NUMBERING CONVENTION),
tolSGS (SIZE: 4)
"'SGlVL o FLAG TO INDICATE PRINTING OF DEBUG DATA
~~-----~---------~~--~---~------------~----------~-~--------------~-----~-----_.
NEI/jUO ~SIZE 28)
BPPQ3) 0 VECTOR FROM SUN TO SPACECRAFT
VBP 18 MAGN I TUDE ·OF VECTOR BPP
~ ----~~~~--------------_:~---_:~~~~-~~~~~:~~~-~~~:~~~~-------~-----=------------,
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HOLLERITH NAME OF MONTHS





























ARRAV OF SIC ACCELERATION VECTORS
SIC POSITION PARTIALS
SIC VELOCITY PARTIALS








ACCELERATION PARTIALS WRT POSITION
ACCELERATION PARTIA(S WRT VELOC1TY
ACCELERATION PARTIALS ~RT PARAMETERS





















DAV OF FIRST RECORD ON EPHEMERXS FILE
EVAl INTERNAL
F.:VAl tNTF.:RN~l
RODlES FOR POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIALS





~_c_~~ =_~--~ - ~--~-~--~-----~-------_~-'
SlPRfC (SIZE D7C»
rSEC 0




PDElH II 01 028
XDAY 078
rIME iN SECONDS fROM START Of THIS VEAR 10
MIDPOINT OF THIS RECORD TI~E INTERVAL
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR THE POS~TION
COORDINATES OF THE T~O BOD IrS
POlYNO~XAl COEFFiCIENTS FOR THE VELOCITY
COORDINATES OF THE T~O 60DIES
POlYNOMX~l COEfFICIENTS FOR 1fHE OAt ~ATRIX
POlYNOMXAL COEFFICIENTS FOR THE IC; MATRIX
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR DELTA H





























RIGHV ASCENSION OF BURN VECTOR
DECliNATiON Of BURN VECTOR
BURN DURATION
MASS ~A TF.:





















JULIAN DATES FOR TIME DIFFERENCE COEfFICIENTS
JULiAN DATE INTERVALS FOR POLAR MOTXON
COEFFICIENTS
SilF- OF VECTOR JARG
SIzr OF VECTOR IARG
------------------------------------------------------ ------------~----------~-,
USUN' (SiZE 181,
US UN o UNiV VECTOR FROM CENTRAL BODV 11'0 SUN
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INITIAL GUESS ~OR SOLUTION TO lAMBERTS PROBLEM
NU~8ER OF FUll REVOLUTION ABOUT THE EARTH
PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER_______~~_~~_~~- ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -l
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~CS ( 11 .10 ) lH'l1K33









































,MA1Rxn TO CONVERT SElENOCEN1RIC TO SElENOGRAPHIC
ACC~lERATION DUE TO CENTRAL 80DV
ACCElE~ArYON DUE TO NON-CENTRAL aODX[S
CENTRAL BODY ACCELERATION FOR VARXATIONAl TERMS
ftCCElER~TION PARTIALS wRT PARAMETERS
BUR~ PARTIALS AT BURN EVENT INITIATiON
SlARTER CORRECTOR COEfFICIENTS FOR VELOCITY
~CCElERATXO~ DUE TO l~p.USl
DERIVATIVE OF MATRIX o~o
KEPlERIAN ELEMENTS
~IGHT ASCENSiON OF BURN VECTOR
~REDICTO~ COEFFICiENT FOR POSITION TERMS
CORRECTOR COEFFICIENT FOR POSITION
PREDICTOR COEFFICIENT FOR POSITION PARTIAL TERMS
NON-CENTRAL BODY ACCELERATION FOR VARIATIONAL
1IER~S ,
ACCELERATION DUE TO THRUSi AND NON-CENTRAL BODIES
POLvNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS fOR THf. ~Aw ~ATHIX
RURN PARTUlS
INITXAL GUESS FOR SOLUTION TO lAMBERTS PROBLEM
MATRIX TO CONVERT EARTH INERTIAL TO EARTH BODY
IF i ~fD·
STARTER COR~EC70R COEFFICIENTS FOR POSITION
DECLINATION OF RURN VECTOR
PREDICTOR COEFFICIIENT FOR VELOCITY TERMS
PREDICTOR COEFFiCIENT FOR VELOCITY PARTIAL TERMS
CORRECTOR COEF~ICYENl FOR VELOCITY TERMS
ARRAY O~ POSITIONS OF NON~CENTRAl BODIES WRT SIC
DISTANCE BETWEEN NONcCENTRAl RODIES AND SIC
SQUARE OF DISTANCE BET~EEN NON-CENTRAL BODIES
. AND SIC
VECTOR lFROM SUN TO SPACECRAFT
SOl~R RADIATXON CONSTANT
STATE PARTI~lS OVER BURN PH~SE






POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS fOR THE oco ~ATRIX
SPACECRAFT REFLECTiViTY CONS1i"ANT
SIC MASS AT CURRENT INTEGRATION Ti~E
fVAl INTfRNAL
JUlX~N DATE OF SIC AT LIBRA1I'ION POINT
MASS RATIE
TARGET VECiOR OlF DESiR~D VALUES
TARGET VALUE TOLERANCE VECTOR
Nor USED
ECliPTXC TO EA~T~ EQUATO~rr~l ROT~TION MA1i"RIX







































































































SiGNED STEP SIZE ISEC)
HOUR, MINUTE. SECONDS OF INITIAL CONDITIONS
~ULIAN D~TE INTERVALS FOR POLAR MOTION
COEFFiCIENTS
CENTRAL gOOY NUMBER CGT05 CONVENTION)
fLAG TO INDICATE TYPE OF BURN STRATEGY
FLAG TO INDICATE FINITE BURN INTEGRATION
NUMBER OF CENTRAL RODY CGTOSCONVENTIONI
CENTRAL BODY NUMBER (GTDS CONVENTION)
BEGINNINr, DAY OF THIS RECORD
DAY OF FIRST RECORO ON EPHEMERIS FILE
FLAG 10 INDICATE If' AN ORBIT FILE IS TO BE
WRITTeN FOR THIS C~SE
FLAG TO INDiCATE ORBIT FILE IS BEiNG WRITTEN
ON nus PASS
ACCUMULATED ACCELER~TION POINTS TO BE WR~TTEN
TO THF. ORBIT fILE
NOT USED








TOTAL NUMBER OF CORRECTOR ITERATIONS
MAXYMUM NUMBER OF TARGETING ITERATION
FLAG TO INDICATf. TARGETING CONVERGENCE
F.:VAl INTERN13.1
JULiAN DATES FOR lIME DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENTS
CURRENT ACCELERATION POiNT
NOT USED
VECTOR OF LABEL NUMBERS FOR STATE UNKNOWNS
FLAG TO INDICATE TERMINATION OF CURRENT CASE
FLAG TO INDICATE TARGET-LAUNCH COMPATIBILITY
LIBRArIaN POINl OF INTEREST
FL~G TO INDICATE THAT LAUNCH PROf'IlEIS TO
BE GENERATED ON THIS PASS
MANf.UVE~ OCCURENCE FLAG
MA~lMUM NUMBER OF iTERATIONS USED .BY INTEGRATOR
HOLLERiTH NaME OF ~ONT:-4S





























































































VECTOR OF BODIES (STEAP CONVfNTION)
BODiES FOR POlVNO~IAL COIEFFXCKIENTS
EVAl INTERNAL
NUMBEq OF GRAVITATING BODiES
I ~RR~V OF GRAVITATENG 800IES «GTOS CONVENTION)
NUMBER OF DAVS PE~ CURVE fiV




SIZ~ OF VECTOR JARG
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIALS
G1DS PARAMETER
NUMBER OF V~RIA1ION~l EQUATIONS
NUM~ER OF FUll REVOLUTION ABOUT THE EARTH
PRIOR 10 fNCOUNfER
TOVAL NUM8RE OF POTENTIAL COIEFFICIENTS TO BE
ESTIMATED
SIZE OF VECTOR XARG I
NUMBER OF TIMES CSTEP WAS CALLED
NUMBER OF TIMES FRQCES WERE REQUESTED
GTOS COUNTER
NUMBER OF SPECIAL PRINT POINTS
GoDS PARAMETER
CURRENT SECTION NUMBER
NUMAER OF S«N9MI TO BIE ESTIMAlfD
NUMAER OF STATE UNKNOWNS
MAX NUM8E~ OF ACCELERATION POXNTS
TOTal NUMBER OF SECTIONS
NUMBER OF TERMS IN INTEGRATION FOR~UlAS FOR
POSTTiON AND Vf.lOCITY
NUMBER OF TF.RMS IN I~TEGRAT!ON fORMULAS FOR
PAR1IAS
QUXILLARV ELEMENTS
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICiEN1S ~OR DEl1l'A H
PERTURBATION VECTOR





POLYNOMIAL COEFFICiENTS fOR THE POSiTiON
COOQOXNAVES OF l~E r~o BODiES
FIRSl lNJECTION BURN ARC
SECOND iNJECTXON BURN ARC
SIC XNXTiAl SV~rf. VECTOR
~CCElERArION p~RrIAlS WRil" POSI110N























































































fLAG TO INDICATE DIRECTION Of MOTION
EARTH STATE SCALING CONSTANTS REQUIRED TO




RAOyUS OF PLANETS (STE~P CONVENTION)
RADIANS PER DEGREE
INVERSE OF PARKING ORBIT RATE
RADIUS Of SPHERE Of INFLUENCE <STEAP CONVENTION)
STARTER COEFfICIENTS FOR fIRST SUM
STARTER COEfFICIENTS fOR SECOND SUM
AREA OF SPACECRAFT
SIC MASS










STATE PARTIALS OVER COAST PHASE
1ST SUM FOR VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS
2ND SUM FOR VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS
1ST SUM FOR EQUATIONS Of 'MOTION
2ND SUM fOR EQUATIONS Of MOTION




ROT~TION RATE OF LAUNCH PLANET
LONGITUDE OF LAUNCH SITE
THRUST MAGNITUDE
DURATION OF 1ST INJECTION BURN
DURATION OF 2ND INJECTION BURN
NOMINAL PRINT INTERVAL
TIME IN SECONDS FROM START OF THIS YEAR TO
MIDPOINT Of THIS RECORD TIME INTERVAL
VECTOR OF TOlERANCfS USED BY INTEGRATOR





















































UNIT VfCTOR FROM CENTRAL BODY TO SUN
MAGNXTUDf. Of VECTOR BPP
INERTIAL VELOCITY OF lI8RATION POINT
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR THE VELOCITY
CaOqOINATES OF THE T~O BODIES
SIC POSITION VECTOR
STAff- VECTOR OF SIC AT BURN INITIATION
~RRAY OF STATE VECTORS OF NON-CENTRAL BODIES
~RT CENTRAL BODY
SIC VELOCITY V~Cl0R
~RRAV OF SIC ACCELERATION VECTORS
STATE VECTOR OF SIC AT lCA
SPECIFIC IMPULSE
KILOMETERS Pf ASTRONOMICAL UNIT
STATE VECTOR OF SIC AT LI8RAriON POINT
X POLAR MOTION aNGLE
PREVIOUS POSITION ~ND VELOCITy
SiC POSITION PARTIALS
SIC VELOCITY PARTIALS
~~RAY OF SIC ACCELERATION PARTIALS
ARRAV OF STARTER POSITION VECTORS
ARR~V OF STARTER VELOCITY VECTORS
YE~R9 MON1H~ DAY OF INITIAL CONDITIONS
PREvtnUS POSITION AND VELOCITY PARTIALS
Y POLAR MOTION ANr,lE




3 0 t EHRAN PROGRAM OE~CRIPTION
THE STEAP-l/ERRAN P~OGRAM IS A DIGITAL COMPUTER PROG~AM ~RITTEN
IN FORTRAN IV COMPATIBLE WITH THE IBM.3bO/370 SYSTEM~ TH~ PROuHAM
CONTAINS A~OU' SI~TY SUBROUTINES OF WHICH ABOUT A TENTH ARE ASSOCIATED
wITH THE COWELL FILE READER9 AHOUT A SIXTH AHf GENERAL UTILITY ROUTINES,
ABOUT A THIRD ARE COMMON TO MEASUREMENT AND EVENT PROCESSINGo AND THE
HEST ARE SPECIFIC TO MEASUREMENT PROCESSING OR ro PARTICULAR EVENT
,PROCESSINGo THE PROG~AM ACCESSES FIVE DATA SETS DURING OPERATION:
THE STANDARD FORTRAN INPUT (SYSIN)~ THE PRES~NTATION OUTPUT (SYSOUT=A)
AND PUNCH OUTPUT (SVSOU1=8l DATA SETS, THE DI~ECT ACCESS SOLA~/LUNAR/
PLANETARY EPHEMERIS FILE USED BY THE GTOS (DSN=GIDS o SLP1950oJAN71),
AND THE SEQUENVIAL ORBIT FILE ON WHICH THE TKAJECTORY AND STATE TRANSI-
TION MATRIA DATA ARE STOREUoTHE (OVERLAID) PROGRAM ~EQU!RES A80UT
310K BYTES STORAGEo
3.2 EHRAN SUBROUTINE HIERARCHY
FIGUHE 3 0 1 ILlUST~ATES THE GENERAL PROGRAM STRUCTUREo THE MAIN
PROGRAM CALLS TwO EXECUTIV~ ROUTINES: DATAo fOR UATA INPUT AND INI-
TIAllZATIONo AND ERRANo fOR MEASUREMENT AND EVENT PROCESSING. ERRAN
CONTROLS MEASUREMENT PROC~SSING DIHECTLY, BUT CALLS SPECIFIC (OVERLAID)
SUBROUTINES TO PROC~SS PARTICULAR EVENTS~ -ERRAN CALLS SETEvN FOR THE
EIGENVECTOK EVENTo ~HOSE P~OCESSING IS COMMON TO ALL EVENTS o ERRAN
THEN WILL CAll PRED IF PROCESSING A PREDICTION EifENTo OR WILL CALL GUIDM
IF PROCESSING A GUIDANCE EVENT OR A FINAL INSERTION EVENT o ERRAN THEN
~AY CALL GENGID IF PROCESSING A GUIDANCE EVENT ~[TH GENEkALIZED
COVARIANCE30 CHAPTER 4 PRUVIOES AN INDEX OF ALL SUBROUTINES USED IN
ERR AN AND GIVES INDIVIDUAL HOUTINE DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING DESCHIPTIONS,
ANALYSESo AND FLOWCHARTS o
3 0 3 ERRAN COMMON VARIABLES
THE FOLLOWING TWO SUBSECTIONS PROVIDE DEfINITIONS OF THE VARIABLES
APPEARING IN COMMON BLOCKS IN THE ERR AN PROGRAMS o SUBS~CTION 3 e3.1
LISTS THE COMMO~ BLOCKS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER, GIVES THE SIZE OF THE
BLOCKS, AI~O DEFINES THE VARIABLES APPEARING IN EACH ~LOCK~ SUBSECTION
3 0 3.2 LISTS ALL TH~ COMMON VA~IAHlfS IN AlPHAdETICAl UROERo GIVES THE



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 e3el COMMON BLOCKS IN ALPHAAETXCAL ORDER
PREVIOUS VERSIONS OF'STEAP REQUIRED THE FOLLOwING CO~MON BLOCKS
~HICH ARE NO LONGER NEC~SSARY: CONST3(SIZE 40), ENCKE(SIZE 4),
PRELC~(SY1E 3C4), STMG(SIZE 4), TRAJCO(SIZE 301, TRJISrZE lBO),
AND UPDATEISIZE 54)0



































TRAJECTORY TI~E IN DAY~
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANTS (A.U.**3/DAY**21
* NO LONGER USED
* NO LONGER U~fD
*** NO LONGER USED
* NO LONGER USED
* NO LONGER USED
* NO LONGER USED
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANTS (KM«3/SEC**21
NO LONGER USED
NO I.. ONGER USEO
RiOYI OF T~E PLANETS (A~U.)
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANTS (RELATIVE TO SUN)
SPHERES OF INFLUENCE (A.U.)


























NUMBEQ OF DEGREES PER RADIAN
* NO LONGER USED
* NO l.ONGER USED
* NO LONGER USED
* NO LONGER USED
*** NO LONGER USEn
* ~O LONGER USEO
* NO LONGER USED
* NO lONGER USED
* NO LONGER USEO
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ROTaTIO~ RATE OF EARTH
F. AR THO BLI QUIT Y





NUMBER OF STATIONS TO ~E USED (MAXIMUM 3)












X-DyRfCTION COSINE FOP STARS
V-DIRECTIO~ COSINE FOR STARS
Z-DIRECTION COSINE FO~ STARS
OfF-DIAGONAL ANNIHILATION VALUE (POSITION)














SCHEDULED TIMES OF EVENTS
TIMES PREDICTED TO IN PREDICTION EVENTS
VARTANCE OF RESOLUTION ERROR
VARIANCE OF PROPORTIONALITY ERROR
VARIANCE OF ERROR IN POINTING ANGLE 1
VARIANCE OF ERROR IN POINTING ANGLE 2
* NO LONGER USED
* NO LONGER USED
* NO LONGER USED
~oo NO LONGER USED
o NO LONGER USED
* NO LONGER USED
~ NO LONGER US En
~ " NO LONGER USED
DURaTION (DAYS) OF FINAL INSERTION BURN
NUM3ER OF EVENTS SCHEDULED
CODED EVENT TYPES CORRESPONDING TO REV TI~ES
NO LONGER USED ,
NO LONGER USED
CODES FOR GUIDANCE POLICIES
COUNT OF PREDICTION EVENTS







































































































































POS/VEL COVARIANCE BEFORE MEASUREMfNT (WLSI
SOLVE-FOR COVARIANCE BEFOR~ MEASUREMENT (WLSI
CORRELATION MATRIX, POS/VEL ANO SOLVE-FORS
paS/VEL COVARIANCE AFTER MEASURF.MENT (WLSI
SOLVE-FOR COVARIANCE AFTER ~EASUREMENT lWLSI
CORRELaTTON ~ATRIX, paS/VEL AND SOLVE-FORS
STATE VECTOR AT TLAST












IGNORE PARAMETER AUGMENTATION VfCTOR
nIMENSION OF IGNORE PA,RAMETER STATF:
=0, PERFORM NO GENERALIZED COVARIANCE ANALYSIS
=1, PERFORM GENERALIZED COVARIANCE ANALYSIS






ACTUAL MEANS OF EXECUTION ERROR PARAMETERS













































































































ACTUAL STATE 2ND MOMENT MATRIX
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRT~, STATE/SOLVE-FORS
NO '_ONGER USED
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, STATE/MEAS. CONS.
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, SOLVE-FOP VECTOR
NO L.ONGER USED
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, SOLVE-FOR/MS. CN.
ACTUAL 2ND ~OMENT MATRIX, SOLVE-FOR/IGNORES
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, MEASUREMENT RESIDUAL
STM,PARTITYON ASSOCIATED WITH IGNORE PARA~ETERS




ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, MEAS.CONS./IGNORES
NO LONGER USED
ACTU~L 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, MEAS. CONS. VECTOR
ACTUAL 2ND ~OMENT MATRIX, IGNORE PARAMETERS
ACTUAL DYNAMIC NOISE CONSTANTS
ACTUAL ~EASUPEMENT NOISE CONSTANTS
ACTUAL MEANS OF INITIAL STATE QEVIATIONS
ACTUAL MfANS OF INITIAL SOLVE-FOR OEV[ATIONS
NO LONGER USED
ACTUAL MEANS OF iNITIAL MEAS.COND. DEVIATIONS
ACTUAL MEANS OF INITIAL IGNORE DEVIATIONS
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, DYNAMIC NOISE
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRI~, MEASUREMENT NOISE
ACTUAL 2~O ~O~ENT MATRIX, STATE/IGNORES
ACTUAL MEANS, UPDATED EST. ERRORS, STATE
ACTUAL MEANS. UPDATED EST. ERRORS, SOLVE-FURS
ACTUAL MfANS, PROPAGATED EST. ERRORS, STATE
ACTUAL MfANS. PROPAGATf.D EST. ERRORS, SOLVE
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, STATE/IGNORE
BEFORE PROCESSING A MEASURfMENT
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, SOLVE-FOR/IGNORE
BEFORE PROCESSING A MEASUREMENT
ACTUAL MEANS, MEASUREMENT RESIDUALS
ACTUAL DYNAMIC NOISE FLAG
NO lONGER USED
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CONTROL COVARIANCE. NO LONG~R USEU
CONTROL COVAPJANCE, STATE/MEAS. CONS.
CONTROL COV~RIANCE~ SOLVE-FOR VFCTOH
CONTROL COV~RIANCE, NO LONr,ER USED
CONTROL COVARIANCE, SOlVE-FO~/MEASQ CONS Q
STATE VECTOR AT TG .
TIMF OF LAST GUIDANCE EVENT
NO LONGER USEO
STM FROM INITIAL rIMt ON FILE TO TG
------------__- ~ - - 0--
LAGS12 (SIZE 4)
o CURRENT ACCELERATION POINT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
LAGSlS (SIZE 4)
IflVN o ACCUMULATEO ACCELERATION POINTS TO BE WRITTEN
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.






TiMf UP TO WHICH INTEGRATION HAS PPO~RESSEO
-----~------------------------------------------------ --------------------------
LINK]A (SIZE ~FO)
SX 1 (3) 0 1ST SUM FOR FQNS OF MOTION
5)(2(3) 1~, 2ND SUM FO~ fQNS OF :"'OT I ON
5Vl (3Q2(\) 30 1ST SUM FOR VAP I ATI ON~L EONS
SV2C3,20) 210 ?NO SUM FOR VARIATIONAL EQNS
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YEAR9 ~ONTH9 DAY IN CODE (INITIAL FILE TIME).
HOUP9 ~INUTE9 SECOND IN CODE (SAME TIME)


















CONVERSION9 SElENOCENTRIC TO SELENOGRAPHIC
DERIVATIVE OF A
CONVERSIO~. EARTH INERTIAL TO EARTH BODY
FIXfO
CONVERSION. MEAN 1950 TO TRUE OF DATE
GREENWICH HOUR ANGLE
NOT USED
X POLAR MOTION ANGLE
Y POLAR MOTION ANGLE










SCHEDULED TIMES OF MEASUREMENTS
CORRESPONDING TYPES OF MEASUREMENTS SCHEDULED
NUMAER OF MEASUREMENTS SCHEDULED
NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT TO BE PROCESSED NEXT
---~-~--------------------Q_-----------~-------------- ----------------------.-_.
MEaEc (SIZE 4AI
































______ o -~~ __~---------------------------------- -~.
NAME (SiZE 2fl'1l


























NUM9ER OF ROWS IN O~SERVATION ~ATRIX
TIMF OF NEXT MEASURE~F.NT OR EVENT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
OVERZ (SIZE 19A1
I-( I l 6) 0 TEI-APORARY STORAGE FOR STATE VECTOR.
RF(6) 30 TEMPORARY STORAGF FOR STATE VECTOR
ADA C3~6) 60 VAR I ~ TI,ON t-iATRtlt:
TINJ Fn NO LONGER USED
TEVN Fe TI~~ OF NEXT EVENT
GAl3Qb) 100 GUID~NCE ~UTRIX
IGP 190 GUIDANCE POLICY CUDE












ST~ FRO~ INITIAL FILt TIME TO Tl
STM FROM INITI~l FILE TIME TO T2 (NEW TIME)
TE~PORARY STORAGE FOR STM
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,NAME (DHO OISP DEFINITION
-------------------~----------------------------------------------~-----------_.
P~T (SIZE 58)
PlANET(ll) o NAMFS OF PLANETS
------~-----~--Q_---~--------------------------------- ----.----.------------.-_.
PSAVE (SIZE lA10)




IPUN 0 PUNCH FLAG TO CORREl
IPUNE 4 PUNCH FLAG FOR EIGENGECTOR EVENTS
IPUNP 8 PUNCH FLAG FOR PREDICTION EVENTS













PLANET STATE AT GIVEN TIME
~OT USED THIS PROGRAM
NOT USED THIS PROGRAM
NOT USED THIS PROGRA~















SIC POS IT ION
SIC VEL OC ITY









DOUBLE PRECISION VALUE OF 2 0 PI
--------------------------------------------------------------,-----------------.
SCALE (SIZE 8)
SKAlE o FACTOR USED TO SUgTRACT FRACTION OF KNOWLEDGE






















DAY OF 1ST RFCORO ON EPHEME~IS FILE
EVAL TNTfRNAL
F:VAl INTFRNAL
BODIES FOR POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIFNTS
DEGREE OF POLYNO~IALS



















SECONDS FRO~ START OF THIS YE~R TO MOPT OF
THIS RECORD TIME INTERVAL
POSITION POlYNO~IAL COEFFICIE~TS
VELOCITY POlYNO~IAL COEFFICIENTS
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR MATHIX A
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR MnTRi~ c
POLVNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR DElT~ H
INITIAL oo,·y OF THIS RECORD
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NAME lDIM) DISP DEFINITION


























































COVARIANCE MATRIX, STATE VARIAAlES
COVARIANCE ~ATRIX9 SlATf/SOLVE-FOR
COVaRIANCE MATRIX, NO LONGF.R USED
COVARI~NCE MATRIX. STATf/MEAS e CONSo
CONVAPIANCE MATRIX, SOLVE-FOR PARAMETERS
COVARIANCE MATRIX, NO LONGER USED
. COVARIANCE MATRIX. SOLVE-fOR/MEASo CONSo
COVaRIANCE MATRIXo CONTROL VARYABlfS (BURN)
COvaRIANCE MATRIX, MEASUREMENT CONSIDERS
, STAT~-TO-STATF TRANSITION ~ATRIX
SOlV~-FOR-TO-STATt TRANSITION MATRIX
CONTROl-TO-STATE TRA~SITION MATPIX
DYNAMIC NOISf COVARIANCE MATRIX
MEASURE~ENT NOISE OBSERVATION MATRIX
fILTfR GAIN MATRIX, STATE PARTITION
FXLT~R GAIN ~ATRYX9 SOLVE~FOR PARTITION
OBSERVATYON MATRIX PARTITION, STATE
OBSFRVATION MATRIX PARTITION, SOLVF-FOR
OBS~RVATION MATRIX PARTITION, NOT USED
OBSFRVATION ~ATRIX PARTXTION, MfAS o CONS.
STORAGE FOR MATRT~ AJ W~!lE CO~PUTING AK
COVe MATRIX. 5T4TE, JUST BEFORE MEAS.
COV o MAT o 9 STATE/SOLVE, BEFORE MEAS.
COV. MAl., NO LONGE~ USED
COV. MAT., STATE/M~ASo CONS e BEFORE MEAS.
COV o MAT •• SOLVE-FOR, BEFORE MEASe
COV. MAT., NO LONGER USED










o I STATE VECTOR AT TRiMl
30 STATE VECTOR AT lRTM2
60 NO LONGER USED
90 DIMENSION OF SOLVE~FOR VECTOR
94 =0
98 DIMENSION OF MEASo CONS o VECTOR












JULIAN DATE (REFERENCED TO 1~50) OF TRTMS
TIME IN D~YS (SINCE ZE~O) OF LAST













INPUT I~PULSIVE INSERTION DELT~-V VECTOR
INPUT VARIATION ~ATRIX








































































UNITS/AoUo (VALUE SET FOR KM)




















LAUNCH PLANET 10 (EARTH)
EPHEMERIS PLANET 10 (EARTH)
NO LONGER USEr>
NO LONGER USED







EACH IPRXNT-TH ~EASURE~ENT IS OUTPUT
NO LONGF.R USfO
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MEASUREMENT CONSIDER PARAMETER NAMES
STATE VECTOR COMPONENT NAMES
AUGMENTATION PARAMETER LABELS
=0, PRINT ONLY PHIOPOPHI(T)
=1, PPINT ALL COVARIANCE DATA
3-19
3~302 COMMON V~~IABLES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER


































































































NOT USED THIS PROGRAM
NO LONGER USED-
FILTER GAIN ~ATRlx, STATE PAHTITION
OASFRVATION ~aTRt~ P~RTI1ION9 MF-AS. CONS.
UNITS/AeU. (VALUE SEt FOR K~)
OBSFRVA1ION MATRIX PARTITION, SOLV~-FOR
NO LONGER USED
OASfRVATInN MATRIX PARTITION ASSOCIATED WITH
IGNORE PARAMETERS
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR MATRIX A






DURATION (DAYS) OF FINAL INSERTION BURN









CORRELATION MATRIX, paS/VEL AND SOLVE-FORS
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR MATRIX C
NO LONGER USED
COVARIANCE MATRIX. NO LONGER USED
CONTROL COVA~IANCE, NO LONGER USED
COV o MAT~9 NO LONGER USED
COVARIANCE MATRrX, SOLVE-FOR/MEAS. CONS.
CONT~OL COVARIANCE, SOLVE-FO~/MEASo CONS.
cave MAle' SOLVE-FOH/MEAS e CONS. BEFORE MEAS.
COV~RYANCE MATRIX. NO LONGER USED
CONT~OL COVARIANCE, NO LONGt:.H USED
cav o MAToo ~O LONGtH USED
COVaRIANCE ~ATRI)(o STAT~/MEAS. CONS.
CONTHOL cuvaRIANCE, STA1E/MEASo CONSo
COVe ~~T.o STATE/MfAS. CONS. BEFORE MEAS.
COVaRl6NCf MATPIXT ST 0 0
CONTROL COVARIANCE. STAT~/SOLVE-FOP
COVo MAT o ' STATE/SOLvE, B~FO~E MEAS.
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TIM JULiAN DATE (REFERENCED TO !~50) OF TRTMS
11M NO LONGER USED
VM NO LONGER USED
TIM TIME INTERVAL FOR PROPAGATION
\/M 'NO LONGER USED
SLPOPT EVAL INTERNAL
CONST DYNAMiC NOISE CONSTANTS
VM NO LONGER USED
RLINK4 Nor USED THIS PROGRA~
EVENT NO LONGER USED
MATRIX NOT USED
EVENl NO LONGER USED
GENGD ACTUAL MEANS OF EXECUTION ERROR PARAMETERS
GENGD VARIANCES OF EXECUTION ERROR PARA~ETERS
GUI NO LONGER USED
BlK NO LONGER USED
GENRL ACTUAL MEANS9 MEASUREMENT RESIDUALS
DPNUM 'DOUAlE-PRECISION VALUE OF 1 0 E-l
OPNUM DOUBLE-PRECISION VALUE OF l oE-2
DPNUM DOURLE~PRECISION VALU~ OF 1~E-3
DPNUM DOUALE-PRECISION VALUE O~ 1~[~4
DPNUM DOU~LE-PRECISION VALUE OF 1.E-5
DPNUM DOURLf-PREGKSION VALUE OF l o E-6
DPNUM DOUAlE-PRECISION VALUE OF 1 0 E-7
DPNUM DOUBLE-PRECISION VALUE Of 10E~8
DPNUM DOUBLE-PRECISION VALUE Of 1 0 E-9
OPNUM DOUBLE-PRECiSION VALUE OF 10E~13
CONST fARTH OBLi~UITY
DPNUM DOURLE-PRECISION VALUE OF I.E~~O
MEQEe EQUATORIAL TO ECLIPTIC TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
GENRl NO LONGER USED
GENRl ACTUAL MEANS OF INITIAL MEASoCONDo DEVIATIONS
NAME EVENT NAMES
GENRl ACTUAL MEANS OF INXlUL IGNORE DEVIATIONS
GENRl ACTUAL MEANS OF INITIAL STATE DEVIATIONS
GfNRl ACTUAL MEANS OF INITIAL SOLVE-FOR DEVIATIONS
GENRl ACTUAL MEANS, UPDATED [Sio E~RORS9 SOLVE-fORS
GENRl ACTUAL MEANS, PROPAGATED ESTo ERRORS9 SOLVE
GENRL ACTUAL MEANS, UPDATEO E5T o EMRORS, STATE
GENRl ACTUAL MEANS9 PROPAGATED ESTo E~RORS, STATE
MISC NO LONGER USF.D
MISC NO LONGER USfD
PHISAV TEMPORARY STORAGF. FOR STM
TIM fINAL rxl'4E
CONST2 OFF-DIAGONAL ANNIHILATION VAlUf (POSITION)
CONST2 OFF-DIAGONAL ANNIHILATION V_lUE (VELOCITY)
STM 08SFRVATION MATRI~ PARTITION, NOT USED
OVERZ GUinANCE MATRIX
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ACTUAL 2ND "1O"'1£NT MATRIX, MEAS.CONS./!GNORES
NO LONGER USED
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, SOLVF-FOR/~S. CN.
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, SOLvE-FOR/IGNORES
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIA' SOLVE-FOR/IGNORE
BEFORE PHOCESSING A MEASUREM~NT
NO LONGER USED
ACTUAL 2ND MOMfNT MATQIX. STATF./MfAS. CONS.
ACTUAL 2ND ~OMENT MATRIX, STATF/IGNORES
ACTUAL 2ND ~OMENT MATRIX, STATF./JGrJORE
BEFORE PROCESSING A ~EASUHEMENT
ACTUAL 2ND MOMF~T MAT~I~, STATE/SOLVE-FORS
ACTUAL DYNAMIC NOISE CONSTANTS
GREENWICH HOUR ANGLE
ACTUAL MfASUPEMENT N-ISE C-N5TANTS
ACTuAL STATE 2NO M-MENT -+T-+O
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, SOLVt-FOR vECTOR
NO LONGER USEfl
AC TUAL 2ND MOMFI\jT MATR ut, M£AS. CONS. VECTOR
ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX. IGNORE PARAMETE~S
SIGNED STEPSrZE (SEC)
OBSFRVAfYON ~ATRJ1 PARTITION, STATF
DOURLE-PRECISION VALUE Of HALF (0.5)
HOUP9 MINUTE9 C:;ECO~D ll\j conE (~AME TIME)
STORAGE FOK ~AT~IX AJ wHILE COMPUTING AK
NO L ONGF:~ IJ~ED
iNPuT ARRAY OF AUGMENTATION COI1ES
I~NORF PARAMETER AUG~ENTATION VfCTO~
NO 101\lGE:? USED





DAY OF 1ST RECORD ON EPH£Mf~IS FILF
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INITIAL DAY OF THIS HE CORD
FLAE FO~ ASSUMED DYNAMIC NOISE
NO LONGER USED
ACCUMULATED ACCELERATION POINTS TO HE WRITTEN
NO LONGER USED
CODFD EVENT TYPES eOHRE5PUNUING TO REv TIMES
=0, RADANOT INPUT
=l~ RADA INPUT
ACTUAL DYNAMIC NOISE FLAG
=0, PERFOR~ NO GENERALIZED COVARIANCE ANALYSIS




















PUNCH FLAG TO CORREl
PUNCH FLAG FOR EIGENGECTOR
PUNCH FLAG FOR GUIDANCE








ACTUAL 2ND MOMENT MATRIX, MEASUREMENT RESIDUAL
CURRENT ACCELERATION POINT
NO LONGER USED
=0, PRINT ONLY PHloP*PHI(T)
=1, PRINT ALL COVARIANCE DATA
NUMAER OF MEASUREMENT TO BE PROCESSED NEXT
CORRESPONDING TYPES OF MtASUHEMENTS SCHEDULED
NEXT ~EASUREMENT TYPE I
















































































































NO o OF DAYS PER CURVE FIT
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIALS
AODIES FOR POLYNOMIAL CUEFFICIENTS
NO LONGER USED
NO LONGE~ USED
DIMFNSION OF SOLVE-FOR VECTOR
=0
OIMFNSION OF ~fASo CONS. VECTOR
OIMFNSION OF IGNO~E PARAMETE~ ~TATf
EP~E~E~IS PLANET 10 lEARTH)
NUM8ER O~ EVENTS SCrlEDUL~U
NUMPE~ OF NEXT EVENT
NU~RER OF SCHEDULED E!G£NVfCTO~
NUMRER OF SCHEDULED PREDICTIO~
NUMREq OF ~CHEnULEO .GUIDANCE








COUNT OF GUIDANCE EVE~TS
LAUNCH PLANET 10 (~A~T~)
NUMBER OF MEASU~EMENTS SCH~DULED
NO LONGER USED
NO LOt\JGER USEr)
COUNT OF PPEOlrlI-N EVE-Tu
1\'0 LONGER USED
NUMRFR OF ROWS IN OBSERVATION MATRIX
CURRENT SECTION NLJM~E~
NUMPE~ OF STATIONS TO Ht USE:.D (MAXIMUM 3)
TARGET PLANET 10 lEARTH)
TOTAL NlJMHER OF SECTIONS
NOT USED THI~ PROGRAM
ROTATION RATE OF EA~TH
nOURLE-PREcrSION VALliE OF ONE 11.0)
COVARIANCE MATRIX. STATE VARIABLES















PI. d~IFT ( \ 1 )
PMASS(\.I)
fJMIN(6.f,)


























































































STi., F':"O'1 I!\JITIt.L TIME. rll\J FILE TO TG
c;;, TM F r..> (I NI PII T I A L F I L r.:. T pol E. TOT 2 ( NEW TIM U
STM ~~0M INITIAL FILf TI~E TO 11
~ATHfMATICAL CONSTANT PI
/'iA f\A Pi UF PL At\1F T S
(~Rr.VITI'TIONAL CONSTANTS (Aouo'~*3/1)IlY**2)
lJ n S I Vf Leo v A~ J MJ C>: tj EF 0 ~ t MEA SI J~ f ~FNT (I'i L S )
COv. ¥,ATPTK, STAH. JihT df::.FORF. tw'E.AS.
POS/IJF-L COV/lqUNC"- AFTt:k MEA~lJRf~ENT (IIIL5)
Pll~ITION POLY"JO"'1Ttl COEFFICIF.NTS
CU1l'VAr-iIAt'-'Cf-- MATO<JX. :'OLvE-FO~ PARAMETERS
STORAGE F-P CO,/4RU"lCEC. DU~I"Jb PREDICTI-N
ANu GUI~ANCE EVENTS
CUNTROL COV/l~JANC~. ~OLvF-FO~ VECTnR
SOLVE-FOP COVA~IANCE 8E~OHf MEASUREMENT (WLSJ
COV. MQT., SOLV~-F0~. H~FO~E ~EAS.
~O,_vr::.-FOk COVARIAi·~r:E AFTF.H "'IE::ASUREMfNT (lolLS)
PLAN~T STATE. AT GIvtN TI~E
NI) LONGER USFfJ
SiC POS I TI ;J"J
DYN~MIC NOISF COVa~IANC~ ~QTRIX
SIr. VF LOC ITY
I'.CTllAt 2ND MOMt-""JT MATKIi. DYNAMIC NOISE
Mt.ASU<.IF""ff\lT NUISE (I!:iSr:I-iVATION MATRIX
~U~qE~ OF n~GRfES ~EH RAGlAN
IN PII T V A'-I I q ION r1A T i-< I X
RAr)TJ (IF T.-If PL/lN~TS (/I.U.)
NO IO",GF.:R IJ'->F f)
NO I. ONf,Fi.I USEO
t>!U LONC;fR :J<;FO
J~PIIT IMPULSIVE U~ShTI0N lJ.tLTA-V VECTOR
TEMPO~A~Y ~TORAGF FO~ STAT~ VECTOR
TfMOORA~Y STORAGF FO~ STAT~ VECTOR
GHAVITATIO~AL CON~TANTS (~~LATIVE fO SUN)
ACTUAL ?NI") rJ.OIo1F/\JT ~Ar~T-<, ,"lEASUREMENT NOISE
c;TATF V':CTI'1.J AT TLA~T
"J 0 ,_ 0 tv I~ j;:r~ () C; F: f)
NO LONf,!::R USE[~
NO LOl\IGE'l IJSFI1
FILTf~ GAIN ~AT~J~~ SOLJ~-~OH PARTITION
STATIO~ ALTITUDES (A~nVE ~.O[US OF EARTH)
VARTA"JCE OF fRR0R IN POINTJNG QNGLE 1
VARTANCE OF E~R0R TN POINTING ANGLE 2
VAPTA"JCE UF P,;,oOPORT[ONIlLITY ERROR
v ARI AN CEO F RFSOL UTI 0 ~i t: R~ 0 k
F:ACTOri USf:fl TO SUHTk~C1 FRActION OF KNOWLEDGE










































































































SPHFPES OF INFLUENC~ (A.U.)
NOT USED THIS PRObRAiy\
1\10 LONGER ·USEO .
tST SUM FO~ VAAIATION~L EONS
2ND SUM FO~ VAHIATIONAL t:,;)NS
1ST SUM FO~ FQN5 OF MOTIO~
2N~ SUM FOP. FQ~S OF MOTION
TRA.IF~CTORY TIME IN OAYS-
TIMF UP TO \aJ~Hr:H INTEGf.lATION HlIS PROGRESSELJ
NO LONG!:::." USED
NO LONGER USEr)
SCHEDULED TIMES OF EVENTS
TI~F OF NEXJ EVENT
TIME" OF LAST GLJIOANCE. EVENT
DOURLf-PRECISION VALUE OF THHFE (3.0)
NO I ONGE- IJSfD
1\10 LONGED IISEO
TIME ~HEN MfASU~EMfNT LAST PROCESSED
UNITS/DAY (VALUE SET FOR SEC)
SCHEDULED TIMES Or MEA~UREMENTS
Tl FOj:./ PHIQLI"l
TIMFS 0PEDICTEO TO IN PREDICTION EvENTS
TI~f IN DAYS (SINCF 'E~O) OF LAST
TINE OF NEXT MEAS0RE~ENT OR tVENT
SEcnNOS FROM START uF T~I~ Y~AH TO MDPt OF
THIS HfCOqO TIME INTtHV~L
DOU8LE-PPECISION VALUE UF T~O (2.0)
DOURLE-PRECISIOi\J VlILUE OF 2.*PI
OOlJqLE PRF.CJSION VI\LUE OF 2.*PJ.
CO"JTROL-TO-STATf TRAI\:SITION ~ATRIX
STM PARJITION ASSOCIATED wITH IGNORE PARAMETERS
SOLVF-FOP-TO-STAT~ TRANSITION MATRIX
UNIVEi-(SAL TIME:
X-nI~~CTJO~ COSINF FOR STA~S
COVARIANCE MATRI~. CONTHOL vAHIAHL~S (BURN)
NO I.ONGtP L1SFn
VEl.neIlY POLYI\IO~IflL CUEFFICIENTS
Y~DtRECTJO~ COSINf FO~ STAHS
COVaRIANCE MATRIX. MEASUREMENT CONSIDERS
NO I.ONGER USEr)
Z-OIRECTIOf~ COC,P·IE FOI-J '::lTARS
"'0 ,-ONGfR USF.O
STATE VECTOP AT T~T~~
STATF VF(T')R e.T H;
STATE VFCT0R liT T~T~l
IGNORE PARAMfTFK LAHLtS
STlITf VFCTUR CO~PON(NT ~AME~
AUG~F~TATION PARA~fTfH LAHfL~
STATf VfCf'IR OF PLIINET
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VARIA8LF (1J[M) f-iLOCt< UEFINITIQN
------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
,(.p



















x I--'nLA .... ~OTf()f~ AN',U::
SOLV~-FOR ~ARA~ET~~ "'A~~S
NO L rV'WER U~El)
<;/r P()SITII)~1 PAPTIALS
~u:. ASUP ~=,..,EN TenN s r Df ~ PAR A~ E TE R ~l A tv! F 5
SIC VELOr-ITY P~~TIALS
YEAD, MONP" DAY IN corlE (INITIAL FILE TIME)
y POLA~ MOTION ANGL~
AkRAY OF SIC ACCfLE~ATION V~CTO~S
DOURLE-PRECISION VALU[ OF lf~O (0.0)
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4. INDIVIDUAL SUBROUTINE DOCUMENTATION
This chapter prov~des the detailed documentation of the subroutines
comprising the STEAP-L programs. The subroutine hierarchy for NOMINAL
and ERRAN are defined in Figures 2.1 and 3.1. An alphabetical listing
of all subroutines appearing in STEAP-L is given in Table 4.1 with a
description of the program(s) that use the subroutine. Subroutines
that are part of the Goddard Trajectory Determination System (GTDS)
and are unchanged are not documented in this report as existing doc-
umentation is available at GSFC. Table 4.2 lists the purposes of the
documented subroutines (again in alphabetical order) for convenient
cross- reference.
The following pages then detail each subroutine in alphabetical
order. The level of documentation of the subroutines is ba~ed on their
complexity., Simple utility routines are described by defining their
purpose, call sequence, and input and output arguments. The documenta-
tion of more complicated routines defines local and common variables




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To Compute the Hyperbolic Arc~Cosine
To Compute Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of Actual Target
Condition and Moment Matrix
To Load Constants· into Corrnnon Locations used in Various
other Parts of the Program
To Compute the Current Acceleration due to a Finite Burn
To Compute the Finite Burn Partials
To Compute Julian Date from Calendar Date or Vice Versa
To Transform Cartesian Coordinates to Conic Elements
To Convert Covariance Matrix Partitions to Correlation Matrix
Partitions and Standard Deviations and Write them out
To Convert Standard Deviation/Correlation input to Covariance
Form
To Control the Integration Logic after the Integrator
has been Initialized
To Read the Header Record on the Sequential Orbit File
To Calculate the Magnitude of a Vector
To Modularize an Angle on Two PI
Calculate a Directed Angle Between Two Vectors in 3 space
,
To Read input Data, set Default Values, Initialize and Set
Internal Parameters and Print Initial Conditions
Vector Addition
Vector DOT Product

































To Shift one Vector into Another
Vector Subraction
To Unitize a Vector
To Form a Vector Cross Product
To Combine (add) Two Vectors, Each Multiplied by Scalars




Calculate the Magnitude of a 3-Vector
To Compute and Print Statistical Delta-V Parameters
Calculate the Cross Product of Two 3-Vectors
To Compute Assumed and Actual Dynamic Noise Covariance
Matrix
To Generate a Zero Vector
To Compute Differential Transformation Relating Target
Variables to State
To Control the Computation of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
To Retrieve from the Direct Access SLP File, the State Vector
of a Planet with Respect to the Sun at an Arbitrary Julian Date
To Control the Computational Flow of the Basic Cycle
To Compute Transformation Matrices
To Compute the Kalman Gain Matrices
To Initialize Generalized Covariance Quantities
To Generate Statistics Relating to kctual Guidance Events
To Generate ~ State Vector at a Requested Time
To Compute the Greenwich-hour Angle and Universal Time
























To Propagate Covariances Between Measurements and Events
and to Update them at Measurements
To Print Actual Estimation Error Statistics
To Compute Actual Execution Error Statistics
To Compute the Variation, Guidance and Target Condition
(BEF¢RE) Covariance Matrices
To Control the Execution of a Guidance Event
To Compute the Change Required to the Control Variables
for Targeting
To Compute the Injection Time
To Initialize Constants and Default Values, Read Input
Data, and Calculate the Zero Iterate Guess
To Control the Trajectory Generation Phase
To Compute the Initial for Targeting when IZERa = 6 or 7
To Initialize Constants
To Calculate the Eigen-Values and-Vectors of a Real
Symmetric Matrix
To Solve Lamberts Problem for Transfers less than Two PI
To Solve Lamberts Problem for Transfers Greater than Two PI
To Compute the Inverse of a Matrix
To Propagate and Update the Means of Actual State and
Parameter Deviations and Estimation Errors
To Compute Assumed and Actual Measurement Noise Covariances
Entry Point to Program NOMNAL
To Convert Covariance Matrix Partitions to Correlation
Matrix Partitions, Calculate Eigen-Values and -Vectors and
to Print




























To Initialize the Sequential Orbit Filp. with Partials
To Write a 'Final' Record to the Sequential Orbit File
To Write Records to the Sequential Orbit File
To Compute the Ecliptic to Equatorial Transformation Matrix
Dummy Link with Non-Halo Orbit Options
To Make Prediction Event Calculations
To Print Measurement Information
To Calculate the State Transition Matrix from T2 to T3
using the Tl to T2 and Tl to T3 State Transition Matrices
To Initialize the State Partial Matrix
To Store a Vector P in a Vector PI
To Order the Measurement Schedule
To Control All Event Calculations
To Shift a Double Precision Array to Another Location
To Minimize F(X)
To Initialize the Flags for use by Integration Routines
To Compute Station Location "Partials
I
To Control the Error Analysis Mode of STEAP
To Print the State Transition Matrices
To Print the State Vector in Several Coordinate Systems
To Symmetrize a Square Matrix
To Fill the Upper-Right Triangle of a Symmetric Square
Matrix whose Lower-Left Triangle was input
To Convert a Time in Seconds to Days, Hours, Minutes and
Seconds
To Compute the Julian Date Relative to 1900 from the Calendar








To Compute the Augmented Observation Matrix Partitions
To Form the Transpose of a Matrix
Dummy Link with Non-Halo Orbit Options




PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE THE HYPERBOLIC ARC-COSINE
CAllING SEQUENCE: RES=ACOSH(X)
ARGUMENTS:
X I VALUE OF HYPERBOLIC COSINE
ACOSH 0 HYPERBOLIC ARC-COSINE OF X
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED:
NONEI , _ _ --- ~_---
-----------------~----------------~----------- ,
sunROUf IN[ ATCEGV
PU'lPOSE i TO COt<lPU1E EIGENVAL UES ANI) EIGENVEC TORS OF AC TUAL TA~GET
CONDITION 2ND MOMENT MATRIX
CALLING :)IEQUENCEI CALL ATCEGVnII.ATC,EOT,FOV)
ARGUMF.NTse III I NUMBER OF ROWS IN ATC MATRIX
ATC I ACTUAL TARGET CONOITION MATRIX
EDT I 4CTUAl T4~GET STATE DEVIAlIOr-. MEANS








S ATC COVARIANCE ARRAV(3,3)
I FOR JACOB ISDUM ATC COVARIANCE A~RAV' 2, in
4-8
BLOCK DATA - ERRAN
PURPOSt: TU LOAD CONSTANTS {NTO COMMON LOCATIONS USED IN VARIOUS















H/lLF THE SUriROUTINES USE THE CONSTANTS
STORED BY THIS BLOCK DATA
"JO"JE"
XN"" EVNM MNNAME OMEGA PI
RMASS HADtuS MUPLAN PMASS PLANET
SIGf-(FS SlGPRO SIGALP SIGBET MNCN
NEP NTP ALNGTH TWOPI ONCN
IGEN EMl3 EP50 IDNF IPROB
ZERO ONE TwO . HALF THREE
EM2 EM3 E"'14 1:."'14 EM5
EM1 EM8 1:"'19 SAL SLAT
4-9
BLKDAT-l
The subprogram BLOCK DATA loads constants into common blocks used by the sub-
routines in theERRAN program.









































Hollerith names of the state-vector components
Hollerith names of the augmentation parameters
Hollerith names of the event types
Hollerith names of the measurement types
Mean sidereal rate (radians per day)
rr (conversion factor)
Degrees per radian (conversion factor)
Mass ratios of the planets (mass of the sun = 1.0)
Planet radii in A.U.
Gravitational constant times planet mass (km3/sec 2)
Gravitational constant times planet mass (A.U. 3 / day 2)
Hollerith name of the planet
Number of seconds per day (conversion factor)
Execution error means of resolution, proportionality,
and aimin~ angles a, S
Noise constants for measurement types
Planet number for launch, ephemeris, and target planets
(nominally 4, fo~ Earth)
Number of km per A.D. (conversion factor)
2rr (conversion factor)
Dynamic noise constants (acceleration squared)
Flag to choose Kallman-Schmidt filter (=1, nomi~l)




Flag to use dynamic noise constants
Problem number
Flag set if variation matrix (n) read in (nominally 0)
Double precision constants 0.,1., 2., .5, 3.
Double preC1S10n constants (10-1 , 10-2, .. " 10-9)
lStation location constants (altitudes in kilometers above~ mean radius of Earth, latitudes and longitudes in degrees)
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION







PURPOSEg TO COMPUTE THE CURRENT ACCELERATION DUE TO A FINITE BURN
CAll.ING SE~UENCE~ CAll BURN<ACTH)
ARGUMENTS:






















PURPOSE: TO CO~PUTE THE FINITE BURN PARTIALS

















PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE JULIAN DATE FROM CALENDAR DATE OR VICE VE~SA



















O=CONVERT FROM CALENDAR DATE TO JULIAN DATE






PUftPOSE8 TRA~SFOR" CARV~SXA~ COO~OiNAVES TO CO~IC ElEME~TS
ARGUMENTU r GRiV!V~VXONAL C~MST~NT OF TME CENTRAL BODY
RC3t I POSIlXOM VECTO~ RElATX~E TO CE~TRAl BODV
V«3» I VELOCXVV VECTOR ~ElAiXVE YO CE~VRAl BODY
lFP 0 VX~ ij~ FLIGHT FRO~ P~ftXlPSXS ON iHE CONIC
A 0 SEOOj~~~JOR ~~KS ~~ VHE CO~XC
f 0 EeCE~i~KCXrY Of r~E CO~~C
.~ 0 ~~GU~ENT OF ~ERl~~SX$ OF Y~E CONIC
XI 0 E~elEN~TIO~ OF V~~ eONiC VO VHE ~EfERENCE
e:~IlME
~N 0 lO~G!TUOE OF i..aE ~senmxoo; ~OOE Of THE
. CO~IC
TA
o U~XT ~ECTOR fO~~~@ ~E~i~~SIS O~ CO~IC
o U~Xy VECTOR OOG~M£l 10 p~ 100 ORBITAL PLANE
o U~xy VECVO~ ~O~~~l TO ORSXfAl Pl~ME
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED8 NONE
C@S~lil COS;X~~ OF fME f!ClC~·~Y~!C ~~(i)~Gl\!''' «\ELliPTiC
tblSED
Ci& ecsxoo~ OF r~~ VR~~ ~~~~~l~
C ~~G~XVUrnE ~~ YW~ ~~GUl~~ ~WEM1U~











ECCENTRIC ANOMALY (ELLIPTIC CASE)
SEMI-lATUS RECTUM OF THE CONIC
DEGREES TO RADIANS CONVERSION CONSTANT
TIME DERIVATIVE OF RADIUS
MAGNITUDE OF CARTESIAN POSITION VECTOR
SINE OF THE ECCENTRIC ANOH~lY (ELLIPTIC
CASE) .
HYPERBOLIC SINE OF AUXF
SINE OF THE TRUE ANOMAlV
INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE USED TO CALCULATE
SINHF
MAGNITUDE OF THE CARTESIAN VELOCITY VECTO~





·CAREL converts the cartesian state (position and velocity) of a massless
point referenced to a gravitational body to the equivalent conic elements
about that body.
.....
Lel the cartesian state be denoted r, v and let the gravitational con-
stant of the central body be ~ .
The angular momentum constant c is
1 -- -Ic .. r. x .v
~
TIle un:!.t normal W to the orbital plane ;l..s
A -"
-w ... r x v
c













fot" elliptical motion, a < 0
eis
for hyperbolic motion. The
e ID (5)
Thus e < 1 f~r elliptical motion, e > 1 for hyperb~lic motion. The
inclination of the orbit i is computed from
cos 1












The true anomaly f at the given state is computed from
f p - r sin f '"
ei (8)cos
- e r ~e









Then,.. P , the unit vector to periapsis, and Q , the in-plane normal
to p , are defined by
,.. I'
"" (l0)p = r cos f Z sill f
Q ,.. sin f + .... f (11)r z cos
The argument of periapsis w is then computed from
...









The conic time from periapsis t is computed from different formulae
depending upon the sign of the s~mi-major axis. FaT a > 0 (elliptical
motion)
e + cos f
1 ... e cos f
t =p
cos E =
J a 3~ , (E - e sin E)
i E oj 1 - e2 sin fsn c::_-=- --=~;....:.
1 + e cos f
(13)
For a <0 (hyperbol ic motion) the time from periapsis is
t '"
P
sinh H - H)
tanh ~ [f'-.. e - 1e + 1 tan!2 (4)






PURPOSE a CON~EftT COVARIaNCE HATRlX PA~rITIO~S fO COR~ElA1XON
~Ar~I~ P~~lXYXO~S ~ND ST~~OA~D DEViAVIO~S ~ND W~XiE
l'&'9EM Q)ur
CALLING SIEQUENCE~ C~LL CORREL(PPoCXXSP~PSPoCXUP~UODCXVP,vo,cxsuP.
ClitS\l'~)
'~GU"ENT. I9P 1 POSXYKO~/VELOCXTV COVARIANCE ~AT~!X
CXXSP X CORRELATION eET~EE~ SOLVEcfOR PAR~HETERS
AND POSITION/VELOCITY SlATE
liSP I SOl~E-FOR PARA~ETER COVARIANCE HAYRIX
CXUP I CORRELAiION 8Er~EN POSITION/VELOCITY STATE
~MO DYNAMIC CONSIDER PA~AMETERS
U@ X DVN~MIC CONSIDER PARAHEYER COVARIANCE
"~TRJ[ )t
CKVP 1 CORRELATION BETWEEN POSiTION/VELOCITY SYI.VE
~MO ~EASUREHEHT CONSIDER PARAMEVERS
vo I 04EASUREt4ENY CONSIDER PARAMETER COVARIANCE
"i~!'U)(
cxsup I CORRELATION BEfMEEN SOl~E-FOft PA~AMETERS
AND DVNAHltC CO~SXOER PA~AHE1EAS
cxsvp I CORREl~TION BETWEEN SOLVE-FOR PARAMETERS
~~D ~E~SUREHENl CONSIDER PA~A~ETERS
SUBROUTINES SUPPORYEOS
P~XN13 SETEVN GUID~ P~ED
I~VERSE OF SQUARE ROOT OF .DI~'ONAl
ELEM~NTS 1M DVNAMIC AMD MEASUftEMENl
CO~SIDER COVARIANC~ P~RiXlXO~S
XEMQ e~UNTER INDXCAYTING rOl~L ~U"®~ft OF
~~G~fNiED STAlE V~RXABlES
xw~~~ OF iHE ~QU~~E ~ijOY OF ijl~'OOOAl
E~E~E~TS 1M ~EHItLE A~D $OL.~E-FO~
COV~~!~NC[ p~ftr!vrro~s,





PURPOSE: TO CONVERT THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND CORRELATION INPUT
TO COVARIANCES IN.A SQUARE ~ATRIX





ARRAY TO BE CONVERTED
NUM~ER OF ROWS USED
ACTUAL. DIMENSION OF MATRIX






TIME THAT HAS BEEN INTEGRATED TO
TIME AT INTERPOLATION
TIME ASSOCIATED WITH LAST ACCELERATION VECTOR
FLAG FOR INTP TO INDICATE POSITION AND VELOCITY
ARE REQUIRED
FLAG FROM TESTH TO INDICAT~ IF STEP SIZE HAS
CHANGED





PURPOSE: TO CONTROL THE INTEGRATION LOGIC AFTER THE INTEGRATOR
HAS BEEN INITIALIZED
C~ll!NG SfQUENCEg C~ll COWELl«TTO~XTO,VTO)
ARGUMENTS:
1TO I TIME (SEC) F~OM EPOCH AT ~HICH TRAJECTORY
DATA IS REQUIRE
XTo 0 6 ELEMENT STATE VECTOR AT TIME TTO



































Interpolate acceleration arrays for state and state







Have eleven points accumulated?
Write last 11 acceleration points to
orbit file












Acceleration arrays still have space?




Reset acceleration index K 21





SUBROUTINE CST ART (ORBINT ENTRY POINT)










=3 REQUESTED SECTION OUT OF RANGE
=4 REQUESTED TIME OUT OF HANGE
LOCAL SYMBOLS:
IFRN LOGICAL FILE NUMBER
COMMON COMPUTED:
YMDIC NST~TE XDD NSECTN




e --~---- ~------~~::~~----~-------"- _: ~:----------~--------------------------------
FUNCTION DAI::lSV







I LENGTH OF VECTOR A
o MAGNITUDE OF VECTOR A
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED:




PLJRPOSt: TO SET NECESSAkY Il\lITlAL VI\LUES ANU DEFAULT VALUEs' FOR
NA~~LI~T VARI~AlES, TO REAn INPUT GATA. TO TRANSLATE THESE
INTO USEAdLE. INTERNAL VALUES. TO COMPUTE OI~ENSION5 OF
STATF T~ANSITION AND COVA~IANCE ~AJ~IX PARTITIONS.TO OROE~
MEASU~EMENT AW) EVENT SCHEDULES. ANd TO PRINT THt: INITIAL
CUI\JDITIONS.
CALLING SE~UENCE: CALL OATA
A~GU~ENT S: NUNF
SUgROUTINFS SUPPORTED: STEAP-f 'MAIN PROG~AM OF ERROR-ANALYSIS MODE<
SURROUJINE~ ~FqUIREU: COV~AT CST ART GHA GDATA
SHIFT STVCPP SYMTkl TINE
PFCEO
ZERIWtAT
LOCAL SYMBOLS: A~ ARRAY USED ro I)ROf-R IIo1E.ASUREi-1ENTS ANn EVENTS
AtolIN) ""INI"1UM VALUE FOUNLI IN toP
o TEMPORARY STORI\GE FOR PRINTOUT
00 TE~PORARY STORAGE FO~ P~INTOUT
UUM OUIIolMY VA4JACiLf
OU~l OUMMY VARIA~LE
ECEu ~OTATInN MATRI~, ECLIPTIC TO EQUATORIAL
rN[11 J ULJ AN!) ATE 0 F FIN AL TIM E
IC~T COUNTF~ USED IN SCHfDULING
IDAY DAY nF T~E MONTH OF FINAL TIME
IEkPH FLAG TO PRINT NAMFLIST ~IF SETe
I~~~ FLAG FOR FILf-REAn~~ INITIALIZATION SUCCESS
IFCN~I FLAG srT IF CONTkOL COV4~IANCE INPUT
IFGCOV FLAG SET IF CONT~OL CUVAkIANC~S INPUT IN
FO~"'" OF C;TAI~Dllj:lO DfvIATIONS ANI)
CO~kF.Lf\TJO"'S
I FPC 0 v FL A(, 'c; f T I F KN0 \oJ LfOG E CO VAR I AN Cf SINPUT I N




IFVMRI FLAG SET IF VARIATION MAT~I)( JilIUDA< INPUT
IHR HOUW OF DAY OF FINAL TIME
1M IN MINUTE OF HOUR OF FINAL TIMf
IMO ~ONTH OF YEA~ OF FINAL TIME
IYR YEA~ OF FINAL TIME
I~OW INOE1 USED IN SCHEOULING
LOAY nAY OF MONT~ OF INITIAL TIM~ ON FILE
LHH HOUR OF DAY OF INITIAL TI~E ON FILE
LMIN MINUTE OF HOUR OF INITIAL TIME ON FILE
L~O MONTH OF YEA~ OF INITIAL TIME ON FILE
LYR Y~AROF INITIAL TIM~ ON FILE
~EAS TABLE OF MEASU~EMENT TYPfS RE~UESTEn
NDIMS NU~8ER OF COLUMNS OF AUGMENTED COVARIANCE
N~NT NUMBFH OF CARD~ IN MEASUREMENT SCHEDULE INPUT
SCHED AkRAY OF MEA5U~E~ENT ~CH~DULE TIMES
SECI SECONDS OF MINUTE OF FIN~L TIME

















































PURPOSE: TO MODUlARIZE AN ANGLE ON T~O PI
CALLING SEQUENCE: RES=DANGMD(ANG)
ARGUMENTS:
ANG I THE ANGLE (RAD) TO BE MODULARIZED














I REFERENCE pXIS VECTOR
o THE' ANGLE FORMED BY ROTATING VECTOR A INTO
VECTOR 8 CLOCKWISE, LOOKING IN THE DIRECTION
















E LENGTH OF VECTORS A AND ~

















1 LENGTH OF VECTORS A AND B





PURPOSE: TO RETURN THE DOT lINNER) PRODUCT OF TwO 3-VECTORS
CALLING SEQUENCE: ADOTB = DDOTBCA,B)















o RESULT MATRIX = CA) • CB)
I NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIX
I NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN MATRIX
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED:














o RESULT ~ATRIX = (Al ~ (8)
I ~UMBER OF RO~S IN ~ATRIX
















o RESULT ~ATRIX = rA) 0 «Bl
I NUMBER OF ROWS IN A
I NUMBE~ OF COLUMNS IN A. NUMBER OF ROWS IN B
. I NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN A
SUAROUTINES REQUIRED:
NONE___________ O __ -- ~ Q ~ ~ • ~ ~
-SUBROUTINE D~SUB (DMADO ENTRy POINT)
PURPOSE: MATRIX SUBTRACTION









o RESULT MATRIX = (~) - (8)
I NUMBER OF RO~S IN MATRIX














o RIGHT ASCENSION OR LONGITUDE OF S VECTOR





,PURPOSE: 10 SHIFT ONE VECTOR INTO ANOTHER





I ADDRESS OF FIRST DOUBLE WORD TO BE SHIFTED
I NUMBER OF DOUBLE WORDS TO BE SHIFTED
o ADDRESS OF FIRST DOUBLE WORD IN RECEIVING VECTOR
X FIRST VECTOR
X SECO~D VECTOR
X LENGTH OF VECTORS A AND 8,
o VEC(AI - VECIS)
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED:
NONE_____ o ~~ ~~ __~_~_~_~ ~w~ ~ ~ ~ -
SUBROUIXNE DSVECT «OAVECT ENTRY POINT)
PURPOSE: VECTO~ SUBTRACTION



















X lENGTH OF VECTOR
o UNET VECTOR IN THE DIRECTION OF A
I FIRST VECTOR
I SECOND VECTOR





PURPOSE: TO FORM A VECTOR CROSS PRODUCT









PURPOSE: TO COMBINE (ADD) TWO VECTORS, EACH MULTIPLIED BY SCALARS
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL nVCOMBCA,SA,8,S8,C)
ARGUMENTS:
A I FIRST VECTOR
SA I SCALAR WHICH is APPLIED TO VECTOR A
B I SECOND VECTOR
S8 I SCALAR WHICH IS apPLIED TO VECTOR B
C 0 RESULT 'IIfCTOR = 514°(14) + 580 (B)
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED:




PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE A UNIT VECTOR FROM .ITS RIGHT ASCENSION AND
OECLINATION





I RIGHT ASCENSION OR LONGITUDE C~AD)





PURPOSE.: CALCULATE THE MAGNITUDE OF A 3-VECTOR
CALLING SEUUENCE: AMAG = DV~AGCA)
ARGUMENTS: A VECTOR
~_:=~=~~~~~~:~:~~~:~~:~~~~-~~~~:_--------------------- ---------------------------
SUBROUTINE DVSDIV ISAVECT ENTRY POINT)
PURPOSE: VECTOR SCALAR DIVISION







I SCALAR BY ~HICH VECTOR A IS DIVIDED
I LENGTH OF VECTOR A
o VECCA) I SA
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED: NONE
--~---~---~-------~----------------------------------- ----------------------.---
SUBROUTINE DVSMll CSAVECT ENTRY POINT)
PURPOSE: ~ECTOR SCALAR MULTIPLICATION







X SCALAR ~Y WHICH VECTOR A IS MULTI~LIED
X LENGTH OF VECTOR A






·PURPOSE: COMPUTE AND PRINT STATISTICAL PARAMETERS OF A TRIM MANEUVER
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL OVSTAT(S,E,V,T,TR,R~O,SMX)
I
ARGUMENTS: S INPUT ~ArRIXv GAMMAoPOGA~MA(TRANSPOSE)\
E ARRAY OF EIGENVALUES OF S
V ARRAY OF EIGENVECTORS CORRESPONDiNG TO E
T ANNIHILATION lI~lT (IF(E(I)~LT.T)E(I)=ZERO)
TP. TRACE OF S
RHO MEAN VALUE OF OELTA-V
SMX ~AXIMUM EIGENVALUE IN E
LOCAL SYMBOLS: D TABLE OF PERCENTILE LEVELS AND DELTA-V MAGNITUDES
DV ARRAY OF CONSTANTS USED TO COMPUTE MAGNITUDES
IK ~





SO STANDARD DEVIATION OF OElTA-V VALUES
SMD MIDOlE EIGENVALUE IN E
SMN MINIMUM EIGENVALUE IN E




The Lee-Boain analytic solution for V statistics involves a hypergometric
function, and is described in detail in Reference 6. ,For this subroutine,
a table,DV has been generated from their solution which is used to cal-
culate the mean and standard deviation and values for the 90, 99, 99.9
and 99.99 percentile levels in'a much less time. The subroutine JA~BI
obtains the eigen values and eigenvectors of the inputS matrix. The
ratios of the middle and smallest eigenvalues to the largest eigenvalue,
2 2k and 1 respectively, are determined and used in a Lagrangian 6-point






10 ' [X] = greatest integer less than or
and the other points are at appropriate .1 intervals.
Define
p = [lOk2 + 1] - 10k2
q = [10£2 + 1 ] _ 10£2
Use Lagrangian 6 point interpolation:
2 /J2f(k , L ) = pq. f(Pl) + q(q-2p+l). f(P3)
+ p(p-2q+l). f(P3) / 2
+(1+Pq_p2_ q2). f(P4)
+P(p-l)· f(pS) / 2
/ 2




Points outside this range, even though they might figure in the inter-
polation theoretically, are unnecessary because either p or q or both
become 1, and the corresponding terms drop out.
After values have been so generated for p.,. AV. 9 , AV. 99 , Av.999, AV. 9999 ,
the values are multiplied by' the square root of the trace, which is
normalized to one in generating the data points. The standard deviation




COMPUTE ASSUMED ANU ACTUAL DVNAMIC NOISE COVARIANCE
MATRIX IN THE ERROR ANALYSIS PROGRAM
CAll ][ NG <iE.QUE NCF. 3 CALL DYNO (leOOE.
PUPPOSE S
SIJBP.UUT tNt:.
















Subroutinl! UYN.~ eva LuatcH th~ assumed dynamic covariance matrix Q
over the time interval t· t - t if LC0DE • O. If LC~DE '"' 1
. k+l k
the actual dynamic noise covariance matrix QI is evaluated over the
same in terval. In either case the dynamic noiae c(lvariance matrix
is assumed to have the form
where dynamic noise constants KI. K2 , and K3 have units of km2/s 4 .
To compute the actual dynamic noise covariance matrix QI. we simply




PURPOSE: CALCULATE THE CROSS PRODUCT OF TWO ]-VECTORS










PURPOSE: TO GENERATE A ZERO VECTOR
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL DZEROIA,NI
ARGUMENTS:
A 1 ADDRESS OF FIRST DOUBLE ~ORD TO BE ZEROED







PURPOSEg 10 COMPUTE DXFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMATION RELATING lARGET
~ARXABlES TO STATE
CALLING SE~UENCEg C~ll ECOMP~XX,AAo88)
ARGUMENTS
XX I CURRENT STATE VECTOR
Ali. 0 PARTIALS OF TARGETS WITH. RESPECT TO PO~ITION
81B 0 PARTIALS OF TARGETS WITH RESP,ECT TO VELOCITY
LOCAL SYMBOLS:
)(pnH TEMPORARY PERTURBATION VALUE
TFP- lIME FROM PERIGEE
E1 SE"I-MAJO~ AXIS
E2 ECCENTRICITY
AlN 3 VECTOR OF TARGETS CORRESPONDING TO NEG.AlIVE
PERTURBATION MADE TO XX
AlP J VECTOR OF TARGETS CORRESPONDING TO POSITIVE










PU~POSEu TO CONTROL THE COMPUTATION OF EIGENVALUES, EIGENVECTORS,
~NO HYPERElLIPSOIOSQ '
CALLING SEQUE~CE8 CAll EIGHVeVEIG,FOX,HARG,IFHT)
ARGUMENT n VExa; I "~TRIX TO BE DIAGONALIZED
FO:t X FINAL OFF-DIAGONAL ANNIHILATION VALUE,
HARG 11: MATRIX FOR WHICH THE HYPERELLIPSOID IS TO
BE COMPUTED
IFHT I FORMAT FLAG
=1, PRINT POS,ITION EIGENVALUE TITLE
=2, PRINT VELOCITY EIGENVALUE TITLE
=3, PRINT EIGENVALUE TITLE
SUBROUTINES SUPPORTED' ATCEGV MOMENT PRED' GENGID
SUBROUTiNES REQUIREDS JACOBI
LOCAL SYMBOlSi EGVCT EIGENVECTOR MATRIX
EGVLEIGEHVALUE MATRIX
OUT SQUaRE ROOTS ~F EIGENVALUES
EIGHY Flow Chart
ENTER
Call JAC~BI to compute
eigenvalues end eigenvectors
of the input matrix.
Write out eigenvalues,







PURPOSE: TO RETRIEVE FROM THE DIRECT ACCESS SLP FILE, THE STATE
















PLANET NUMBER Cl=SUN, 2=MERCURY, ETC)
JULIAN DATE
RADIUS VECTOR FROM SUN TO PLANET IP
VELOCITY VECTOR OF PLANET IP WITH RESPECT TO THE SUN
VECTOR CORRELATING NOMNAL PLANET NUMBERING SYSTEM
WITH GTDS PLANET NUMBERING CONVENTION
TEMPORARY TRANSMISSION ARRAY BETWEEN EPHGT AND
SUBROUTINE EVAL .





Subroutine EPHGT is used by ERRAN and NOMNAL to retrieve heliocentric-
ecliptic planetary state vectors from the solar/lunar/planetary direct
access ephemeris file. This is accomplished by saving and resetting the
year, month, day and hours, minute, seconds variaoles (for initial con-
ditions) and a dummy gravitating bodies vector with the sun as the
central body and the planet ot interest as tne only non-central body





PURPOSE 9 VO CONTROL THE COMPUiATIO!llAl FLOW VHROUGH THE eUSIC




















MEASUREMENt COUNTER FOR PPINTING
EVENT COUNTER
TR1'M2 TIHE OF THE MEASUREHENi
C OHMON C0 MP UTE I) lUCiE 0 a leOOE MCNTR RI TEVN TRTHl
XF XI
COMMON COMPUl EO 8 OElTM
COMMON USEOi FNT!'4 lEV... T IPRINT ISTI1C NEV





Subroutine ~RRAN controls the computational flow through the basic
cycle (meaBurem~nt processing) and all events in the error analysis/
generalized covariance analysIs program. '
In the basic cycle the first task of ERRAN is to_control the gen-
eration of th~ targeted nominal spacecraft state ~+l at time
t k+l , given the state ~ at time t k• Then calling PSIM. DYN~,
TRAKM, and MEN0, successively, ERRAN. controls the computation of
all matrix information requIred by subroutine GNAVM to compute the
actual and assumed knowledge covariance matrix partitions at time
+t k+1 immediately following the measurement.
At an event, ERRAN simply calls the proper event subroutine or




Initialize event counter NEVENT,
print counter IPRN, event time
TEVN, and transition matrix PHINEW' ~
Define state Xk at time t k
Call SCHED to obtain the time
t k+1 of the measurement and
the measurement code
Define time interval ~t = t k+1 - t k
Doe~ an event occur before t k+1?
No
Call NTM to compute state Xk+1
Increment measurement counter MCNTR
Call PSIM to compute state
transition matrix partitions
over [tk, t k+1]
Call DYN0 to compute assumed Qk+l,k
Call TRAKM to compute the observation





Call MEN0 to compute assumed Rk+1
Call GNAVM to'compute assumed covariance
matrix partitions attk+1 and t~+l
Increment print counter IPRN
Is it time to print?
Yes,
Call PRINT3 to write out all
assumed basic' cycle data
Nu
ERRAN-3
IGEN = 01 , . Yes
Call DYN0 to compute actual Qk+l
t
k
Call MEN0 to compute actual Rk+1
Call GNAVM to compute actual
2nd-moment matrix partitions
- +
at t k+1 and t k+1
Call MEAN to compute actual
estimation error means at
- +t k+1 and t k+1
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Is it time to print?
ERRAN-4
Call GPRINT to write
out actual basic
cycle data.
Reset time and state





Have all events been
executed?
Yes
Call SETEVN to do an
eigenvector event





































TO COMPUTE THE MATRIX ~EQUIRED TO DEFINE TRANSFORMATIONS
F~O~ ONE COOROIMATE SYSTEM TO ANOTHER.
CALLING SEQUENCE' CALL EUL"XCAlP,NN,BET,MH,GAM,LL,P)
A~GUMENT' ALP I FIRST ROTATION ANGLE (IUOIANS)
Nf(l I FIRST AXIS OF ROTATION
BET I SECOND ROTATION ANGLE (RADIANS)
MM I' SECOND AXIS OF ROTATION
GAM I THIRD ROTATION ANGLE (RADIANS)
II I THIRO AXIS OF ROTATION
, PC3,3) 0 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
SUBROUTINES REQUIREDt NONE
LOCAL SYM80LSt Il INTERMEOIATE ROT AT ION MATR,t X
/ ALPHA TEMPORARY LOCATION FOR EACH OF THEROTATION ANGLESI AlP,BET, AND GAM
0 INTERMEDIATE PRODUCT MATRIX
F TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FOR ANGLE ALP
G TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FOR ANGLE BET
.H TRANSFORMAT ION MATRIX FOR ANGLE GAM
N . COUNTER SHOWING NUMBER OF COORDINATE AXES
FO~ WHICH CALCULATIONS REMAIN
J NAX!S TEMPORARY LOCATION FOR EACH OF THE AXES
OF ROTAVIONI NN,MH, ANO LL
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SU~POU'INE GI' IN 1
GAIN I-A
PURPQ~~m TO COMPUTE THE KAl~AN GAIN ~ATRICES
CAL LING 'iEQUE NCE , CALL GAIN1(NR,AJwAKW,SW,IENO)
ARGUMENTS I NR I NUHBER OF ROWS lIN, HiE OBSERVATION MATRIX
AJ I MEASUREMENT RESIDUAL COVARiANCE ANO ITS
INVERSE
AKW I INTERMEDIATE ARRAY
SW I I NT ERH E01 ArE ARRAY
I ENO I NR-1
SUBROUT INES SUPPORTED I GNA"M
SU8ROUTIN[S REQUIRED' MATIN











Subroutine GAINl computes the Kalman-Schmidt filter gain matrices
Kk+ l and Sk+l that are used in subroutines GNAVM and NAVM to update
estimation error covariance matrices after a measureu~nt has been
proc~sBed.
The rneaYuremcnt r~sldual covarlan<:~ matrix J k+1 and the auxiliary
matrices ~+l Il:ld Bk+l are assumed to be available (from GNAVM or
NAVM) when GAINI is ~8lled. Subroutine GAINI then evalua~es the






S UBROUT I NE GOAT A
GDATA-A
P\J~POSE! TO INITIALIZE GEt~ERALIZED COvARIANCE QUAN1ITIES




EU EV EVA EVB EVI<
EVS EW EX! EXSI EX ST
EXT GCUV GCUW GCVW GCXSU
GCXSUG GCXSV GCXSVG GCXSW GCXSWG
GCXU GCxuG " GCXV GCXVG GC )(101
GCXWG GCXXS GCXXSG GDNCN GMNCN
GP GPG GPS GPSr, GU
GV GW IDNF \lARA VARO
\,lARK 'VARS
CXSU CXSV CXU CXV CX XS
OHCN IONF r1NCN NDIMl NDH12
NOIM3 NOIMIt P PS S I GAL P






PURP05[~ va GENERAVE THE ENSE~el£ STATISTICS OF THt ACTUAL
COMMANUlO VELOCITY CORR~crIUN9 THE ACTUAL EXECUTION
ERROR ANO THE ACTUAL TA~GEr HISS
CALLING SEQUENCES CALL GENGIO
SU~RourINES SUPPOR'~OI ERRAN
~UBRourINES ~lUUIREUI SAVHATUYNO GNAVM HE~N MOHENT
EIGHY GQCOHP ATCEGV JACOtH D\JS"lAT
LOCAL SYMBOLS' AHAX INTERMEOIATE vARIABLE
ATC ACTUAL TAR~T CONDITION 2ND HOH~NT MATRIX
B INTERHEDIATE VARIABLE
r
BBaB BLANK LABEL ARRAY
C INTERHEDIATE VARIABLE
DELTM TIME DIFFERENCE
EBDV& MAGNITUDE OF ACTUAL STATISTICAL OELTA-V
EDVN HEAN OF ACTUAL COMMANDED VELOCITY
CORRECTI ON





EXIS STORAGE FOR EXI
EXSIS STORAGE FOR EXSI
EXiS STORAGE FOR EXT
EXY ACTUAL SiATISTICAL DELTA-V
GAP ACTUAL VELOCITY CORRECTION ZND MOHENT
tUTRI x
GPSAVE STORAGE FOR GP
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GENGID-B
GiG TIME Of ACTUAL GUIDANCE EVENT
IFLAG =1 BEFORE GUIDANCE EvENT
=2 AF fER GU lOANCE Ell ENf
ILl INDEX DEPENDING ON GUIDANCE EVENT rYPE
HAP INOf.X Of t'OAXIMUM EIGENVALUE
PF.IG INTERMEDIATE ARRAY




U ACTUAL COMMANDED VELOCITY CORRECTION
VEIG INTERMEDIATE VEC10R
ZL as lABEL
. ZV ACTUAL EXECUTION ERROR MEANS
Zl IN1ERHEOIATE VARIABLE
















COMMON USEDI ADA oV.UP EE EEE EU
E\f IE~ £XST FOP FOV
GA GCXSU GCXSV GCXS W GCXU
GCXV GCXW GCXXS GPS GU
GV GW, IGP IGUIIJ I I
NOUU, NOltel NDI~.J NOIHIt PI
QPR RIPR iEIJN iG T INJ
lUG XSl XU XI;g
G[r~GIIJ-l
GENGID Analysis
Subroutine GENGIU controls the execution of generalized guidance
events. Generalized guidance has been extended to all guidance
options defined for subroutine GUIUM except for final insertion.
, .
Unlike GUIDM, which computes target dispersions and fuel budgets
based on filter-generated statistics. subroutine GENCrU computes
target dispersions and fuel budgets based on actual statistics.
In other words. the generalized covariance technique as applied
to the guidance process is programmed in GENGID. The required
aqua tions are sununarized below. '
Before the guidance event at time t j can be executad. it is neces-
sary to propagate the actual control mean and contrel 2nd-moment
matrix partitions forward to t j from the previous guidance event




+ e ; ...





where ~. 8 • 8 ,and 8 are state transition matrix partitions
xxs xu JeW ~I, ~
over the interval ~j-l' t!J. and x . xs ' u • and w denote actual
position/velocity and solve-for. dynamic-consider. and ignore param-
eter deviation means. The notation ( )~ indicates actual values
as opposed to the unprimed assumed valu~s. while ( )- and ( )+
indicate values immediately before and ifter the execution of the
guidance event. respectively. The actual control position/velocity
2nd-moment matrix is defined by
= E (2)
The remaining control 2nd-moment matrix partition'3 are defined
similarly. The propagation equations appearing in sucroutine
GNAVM are used to propagate the control 2nd-moment matrixparti-
tions over the interval ~j-l' tjJ. .
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GENGID-2
The actual target stale deviation elj is related to tile actual
~tate deviation x; at time tJ according to
(3)
where ~j is the variation matrix for the appropriate midcourse
guidance policy. The mean of 6Tj is given by
(4)
Th~ stati~tical target dispersions are represented by the actual
target condition 2nd-moment matrix Wj. which is defin~d as
Wj .. E ~Tj 6TjTJ. (5)
Substitution of equation (3) into equation (5) yidds
(6)
Equations (4) and (6) are evaluated immediately before and aft·er
the guidance correction to determine how much the target errors
have actually been reduced by the velocity correction at t j .
The actual commanded velocity correc-tion 2nd-moment matrix iA de-
fined by
where the actual commanded velocity correction is givan by
~Vj = f j xj a f j (Xj + ~j).
(7)
(8)
The guidance matrix r j corresponds to the appropriate linear mid-
course guidsnce policy. The equation used to evaluate Sj is given
by
S..... f (P" _sP")r Tj j c j k j j (9)





terms have been neglected in the derivation
The mean of the actual commanded veloci ty correc tj on is ob.tained
by applying the expectation operator to equation (8):
Since this equation gives no useful information
studi~871 the Hoffman-Young formula will be used
E [6Vj~ .
E 116V~ II = J¥ (1 + B(11 - 2»)'
. j 'IT A2~
where
A .. "race S~j





and Ai, A2, and A3 are the eigenvalues of the 2nd-moment matrix
S~. If this mean is vanishingly small, the Lee-Boain analysis is used
tJ obtain the statistical parameters, including the effective t.V.
Otherwise the actual effective or statistical b..V is defined as
(12)
where aj denotes a unit vector in the most likely direction of
the velocity correction. The most likely direction is aEsumed
to be aligned with the eigenvector associated with the maximum
eigenvalue of S~.
J
With "E ~vB" available, the actual execution en"or statistics
can be computed (by calling subroutine GQC0MP). Th~8e are the





It remains to summarize the equations which are used to update
all actual,controland knowledge means and 2nd-momeht matrix par-
titions immediately following the execution of a guidance event.
The actual estimation error means and 2nd-moment matrix partitions
. are updated uHtng the following equations:
E [;(.(] ... E tj-J -A • E El'~jJ (4)
E[~~ = E [~~;J (15)
fj-J- E [~j-J~+ P ~- + A ~; AT - 'A . E ~6VjJ . EPk = k.j J
. E tAV/J T (16)• A
p~+ - (17)'" P
sk sk.j J
I T
where A = [0 I I]. The actual deviation means are updated using
Ithe following equations:
E G~J = - E G~J (18)
E [x:;] = - E [~;J (19)'
The entire set of actual control 2nd-moment matrix partitions is
updated by equating them to the corresponding actu3l knowledge




Set IFLAG = 1
Set DELTM equal to the current
guidance event time tj minus the
previous guidance event time tj_l'
Propagate all actual control means
and control 2nd moment matrix
partitions from tj_l forward to t.
using the propagation equations J
in GNAVM









Compute actual target disperaions
I (
E (btj- J and Wj - immediately
before executing the desired
midcourse guidance event. Write
out, along with eigenvalues
and eigenvectors.
Compute acutal velocity connection
2nd moment matrix S~. Write out,







Call DVSTAT for statistical






parameters and size of
actual statistical 6,V
Compu te liE t ~vj ]
as in egn. 12
II
Call GQC0MP to compute
E~~t.:.vj1 and Qjl
Save
Print actua~ control and knowledge
means, standard deviations and
correlation matrix partitions
immediately after the gUidance





Compute actual target dispersions
E~~t:/] and W: immediately after
,J J
executing the desired midcourse
guidance event. Write out, along
with eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
All actual statistics have been
updated immediately following the
execution of the guidance event.
RETURN
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SUBROUTINE GETCO~ (ORAINT ENTRY POINT)
PURPOSE: TO GENERATE A STATE VECTOR AT A REQUESTED TIME BY












I NUMBER OF DESIRED TRAJECTORY SECTION




=3 REQUESTED SECTION OUT OF RANGE





















'URPOS~ll Vij CtOlf;lltiil~fE THE GREEN!4IC~ ~OUft £NGlE AND THE UN.IVERSAL
iX~~ «I~ oays» WHICH IS USED iN VHE TRACKING MODULE TO
ORIENT YHE TRACKING STATIONS ON A SPERICAl ROTATING
I!AfltTH.
CALLING SEQUENCE' CALL GHA
ARGUMENTse 'iONE
SU8ROUTINES SUPPORTED' OAlAiS DATAl
LOCAL S","80l5 c Il) NUMBER OF DAVS IN l$TAR
EQMEG EARTH ROTATICN RATE
GH GREENWICH HOUR ANGLE
10 INTER"EDIATE VARIABLE
REFJO JULIAN DATE OF JAN. 0, 1.50
lFRAC FRACTION OF DA' IN TSTAR










Subroutine GHA computes the Greenwich hourdaRg1e in deg;ees and days at
some epoch T* referenced to, 1950 Ja Lluary 1 o. Epoch T 1s computed from
T* - J.O. O + 2415020.0 - J.n. REF
where
J.n. o - Julian daae gt launch time to referenced to 1900January 0 12 •
and
J.n. REF - Reference Julian date 2433282.5
• 1950 January IdOh referenced to January Od 12h of
the year 4713 B.C.
d h d h2415020.0 • 1900 January 0 12 referenced to January 0 12
of the year 4713 B.C.





o ~ GHA(T*) < 360~
d • integer part of T*. t • fractional part of T*.
w ~ Earth's rotation rate is degrees/day.






Define Earthls rotation rate in
degree./day and reference Julian
dats.
J
Compute 1'* and the integer and
fractional parts·of T*.
~
Compute tbe Greenwich hour angle
GH at time T* •
..
f-< NOGH L o ?IGH c GH + 360. I
I -...-
YES NO
GH - 360. '<01>=1
IGH "" GH - .360. 1
I
,11






SUBROUTINE GIDANS (PRELIM ENTRY POINT)
PURPOSE: DUMMY LINK WITH NON HALO ORBIT OPTIONS






PURPOSEI TO PROPtlGATE tlSSlJMEO COVo\RI~NCE MATRIX PART IT IOt-S P,
~XXS,CXU,CXV,PS,CXSU,CXSV~O~ACTUAL SECOND MOMENT MATRIX
PAR TI T I ON S GP, GCXXS , GCXI.J, GCXV , GCXW, GPS , GC XSU, Gex 5 V"
~CXSW FROM THE TIME OF T~E LAsr MEASUREMENT OR EVENT TO
tHE PRESENT Tlf"IE AND '1"0 'JPDLHE THESE "'IATR.IX ?ARiITIUNS
IF A MEtlSUREMENT IS 10 3~ PROCESSED
CALLING SEQUENCEI CALL GNAVM(NRtIfLAG1pICODE,UO,~O,GCXW,GCXSW,
P,CXXS,CXU,CXV,PS,CXSU,CXSV,Q,R)
ARGUMfNTSi NR












I NUMBE~ OF ~OwS IN THE 08SERVATION MAV~IX
I =1 FOR ASSUMEC COVARIANCE PROCESSING
=2 FOR ACTUAL SECOND MOMENT PROCESSING
I =0 FOR UP D1\ TE
=1 FOR PRO~AGATION
I ACTUAL OR ~SSUMEJ OYNAMIC CON~IDE~
PARAMfT~R 2ND MO~ENr ~ATR1X
I ACTUAL OR ~SSUMEO MEASU~F.~E~T CONSIDER
PARAMETER 2NO MOMENT MATRIX
I ACTUAL POSrTICN-VElOCITY STATE I. IGNO~E
PARAM~TER 2ND ~OMENT MAT~IX
I ACTUAL SOLVE-FO~ PA~AMETER I IGNORE
PARAMETER 2ND MOMENT MAT~IX
I ACTUAL OR ~SSUHEu POSITlaN-VtLOCITY 2~O
MOMENT MAT'UX
2NO MOMENT MATRIX
I ASSUMED OR ACTUAL POSITION-VELOCITY STATE
I SOLVE-FOR P~RAMETER 2N) ~QMf.NT ~ATRIX
I ASSUMED OR ACTUAL POSITJ~N-VElOCITY STATE
I DYNAMIC ~ONSIDER PARA~ET[R 2NU MOMENT
MATRIX
I ASSUMED OR ACTUAL POSITION-VELOCITY Sl~T[
I MEA SUREMENTeoNSID ER PARAMErEK ?N 0
t10"1E\ll MAT~IX
I ASSUI'4EiJ Of~ ACTUAL SOLVE-FOR PARAl'4tT[R
COVARIANCE OR 2~O MOMENT ~ATRIX
I ASSUMED OR ACWAl SOLVf-fOr{ PA~AMtTt.R




I ASSUMED OR ACTUAL SOLVE-FO~ PARAMETER
I ~[A~UREMENT CONSIOER PARAMETER 2ND
HOMENT MAT1IX
I ASSU"1ED OR ACTUAL DYNAMIC NOISE 2ND MOMENT
MAT~IX
I ASSUMED O~ ACTUAL MEASUREMENT NOISE
~NO MOMENT ~A1RIX
SUBROUTINES SUPPORTED. ERRANN SETEVN GUIDH PRED G£NGIo PROBE
C:;UQROUT INES REQUIRED. GAIN1 GAIN2
l aeAl SYHBOL S I AI(W INT ERHED! ATE ARRAY
OS INTERMEDIATE ARRAY
ES INTERMEDIATE IIRRAY
FS INTER'1EoIATE t'RRA Y
lEND NR~l
NOIM4S NOH14 VALUE STORAGE
N1 NDIM1-1
SUH INTEt<MEOIATE VARI ABLE
sw I NT EIHiE 01 ATE ARRAY
C OHMaN COHPUT EO/USED. AK AL AM t.N CXSUP
cxsvp cxup cxvP cxx SP G
GCUV GCUW GCVW GCXSWP GCXWP
HPHR IGAIN G~ Ii HALF
JPR ZERO PP PSP S





Subroutine GNAVM propagates and updates (at a measurement) both
assumed (or filter) covariance matrix partitions and actual 2nd
moment matrix partitions •. The equations programmed in GNAVM are
independent of the filter algorithm employed to generate gain
matrices.
The covariance and 2nd moment matr~x partitions manipulated by
GNAVM are defined as follows:
P E> E[I: jtT] P '" E[t jt'I;]S 8 8
C £I E lit ;?] C "" E[i ijT]
xx s x,u 88 . S
C
'"
E[it ijT] C ... E[i: ,ll (1)




E[iC. vT] C • E[i ~T)
xv x w 8
S
C '" E[it wT]
xw
The following matrix partitions are used in GNAVM, but are not
changed in GNAVM: r










In these definitionex', it: , u, v, and w represent, respectively,
a
the estimation errors in position/velocity state, eolve-for param-
eters D dynamic consider parameters, measurement cunsider parameters,
and ignore parameters. Ignore parameters, of course, are not de-
fined when assumed (or filter) covariance matrix part~tlons are
being propagated or updated. Furthermore, the aS8um~d C has been
uvBet to zero.
The equationa used to propagate covariances or 2nd moment matrices
from time t k to 1k+l are summarized:
- aT
,
aT .,+<r aT + Q-+ c + C
xx xx x~+l xu. xw~+ 1. xw k+1
sk+l s
C ~c+ + e p+ + a c+T + a -+T.. C
xx xx . xx Bk xu x u xw Yowsk+l sk s s k s k
C .. ~c+ + a c+ + a u + e cT
x~+l. x'it xx x u xu 0 xw uws s k 0
C = /llC+ + a c+ + a c + a cT
xvk+1 xVk xx x v xu uv leW vw8 S k 0 0
C ... /llC+ + a c+ + a C + a YJ




x u x u











x v x V
8 k+l s k
C • c+XW x W




The dynamic noise covariance or 2nd momentand e •
xw
noted by Qk+l'
In these equations () indicates immediately prior to processing
+ . .
a measurement; ( ) , immediately after, The state. transition ma-







Before covariance (or 2nd moment) matrix partitions ~aD be updated
at a measurement, the measurement residual covariance (or 2nd moment)
matrix, defined by
(12)
must be computed. The required equations are summarized
Jk+l III H~+1 + MBk+l + GDk+l + LEk+l + NFk+l + ~+l (13)










F WNT + e-Tk+l t::I o xwk+1
GNAVM-4
( 18)
In these equat.ions H, M, G, L, and N represent observation matrix
partitions 9 and ~+l represe~ts the measurement ,noise covariance
(or 2nd moment) matrix.
Gain matrices Kk+1 and Sk+l are also required before covariance
(or 2nd moment) matrix parti tiona· can be updated. 'These are not
computed in GNAVM but are obtained by calling either subroutine
GAIN1 or GAIN2, depending on which recursive est1mat1~n algorithm
is desired.
With J k+1, ~+l' and Sk+l available, the following equations are
used in the updating process:
(19)
T T T


























- Sk+1 E (26)
(27.)
GNAVM-5
It should be noted that propagation equations (3) through (11) are
also used to propagate both assumed control covariance and actual
2nd moment matri>: partitions over the time interval separating two
successive guidance events. The update equations. of course. are





Are assumed or actual
covariances to be propagated?
Assumed
Set ND4 to zero
Propagate all covariance matrix
partitions forward from tk to
tk+l using equations (3) through
(11). Summarize Pk+1.
Set ND4 = NDIM4
Is t k+1 a measurement time?
Evaluate equations (13)
through (18) to compute
measurement residual co-
variance matrix J k+1
Equate covariance matrix par-
titions at, t k+1 to the cor-






















<:; U~POUT I N[ GPPTNT
GPRINT-A
Pu~p/)SEn TO PRiNT ACTUAL ESTIMATION ERRO~ S'-ATISfICS
C~LLING SEaUENCEI CALL GPRHH<IFlAG,TIMM)
I =3 PRiNT 'CTUAL STATISTICS AT A
GUIDANCE EVENT
=10 PRINT ACTUAL ESTIMATIO,.. ERRORi
STATISTICS
=2 PRINT ACTUAl ESIIMAT ION ERROR.
STATISTICS AT A PREDICTION EVEhT
T IMM I TIME TO BE PR INTEO
SURROUr IN£S SUPPORTEDI PREO E:R~AN'" SETEVN
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED I MOMENT
l 0CAL SV'1 eO.L S 8 A HOLLERITH WORD -AFTER-
0 HOLLERITH HORD -BEFORE-
DUM INTE~MEDIA'E VECTO~
EXSTS V TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR EX::,T
EXTSV TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR EXT
ROW INTERMEDIATE VECTOR
ZZ INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE
COMMON USEO; CXSUP CXSVP CXUP CXVP CXXSP
. EMRES EU c EV EH EXI
EXSI EXST EXSTP EXTP GCXSU
GCXSV GC)(SH GCXSWP GCXU GC leV
GC)(~ GCXWP GCXXS r,p GPS
GU GV GH JPR NOHl1
NOIH2 NDIH3 NOIM~ NR PP
PSP RPR TR.TM2 XIG XL AS
XSl XU XV
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SUIl~OUT I N£ G(~C OMP
GQCOMP-A
PU~POSEI TO COMPutE ACTUAL EXECUTIO~ ER~OR SlAT15TICS
-C-r..Lll NG Sf-QUE NCE a CAll GQCOMP(VV,EE~EEE,fV,Q)
ARr.UMfNY') 0 'IV I ACYUAl COMMANoro VELOCITy CO RREC TI O~~
F.E I MEANS OF ACrUAL EXECUTION ERRORS
EEr I 2ND HOMENTS Of ACT UAL EXECUTION ERRORS
EV 0 EX PE CTEO VALUE OF ACTUAL EXECuTION ERROR
Q 0 AC1UAL EXECUTION ERROl'{ 2ND "'OME~T I'1AT R IX
SUf\ROUT INES SUpp ORTED i GENGIO
L OC AL S y 1'180LSI Ftl.CTP INTERMEDIATE \lAR.I A6lE






XI INTERMEOI4TE VARI AOlE
XI'IUP INTERt1EDIATE VARIAQlE




Subroutine GQC0MP computes the actual ~xecut1on error mean and
2nd moment matrix for use in the generalized covariance analysis
of a guidance event. The actual execution error ~~Vj iy aYBumed
to have the form
6~V' c k' 6V' + s'j j + 6b.V'pointing (1)
wh.ere k' denotes the actual proportionality error; 8'. the actual
resoiution error; 66V' i i· • the actual pointing error; andpo nt ng
6Vj. the actual commanded velocity correction.
The means of the three ecliptic components of MV'. are given as:]
(k' -, ) ~ p'6V' 6a l + tJ.V' 6V' cB'E[MV' ] = + ~ tJ.V' + Y x z ( 2)x p' x IJ '
(~, + s,) LV"+ 6V' 6V' 66 1 - p't,V' ~,E[MV'] = y z x ( 3)y p" y Il'
E[MV'] = (k' +9')6V' - Il' 6]' ( 4)z p , z
wherep' = 16v'l. IJ' = [6V'2 + 6V'2]~. and ca' and 6B' are the
x ' y
actual pointing angle errors. and both E( ) and (-) indicate mean
values.
The actual execution error 2nd moment matrix is dt:!fined by
( 5)
the elements Qtk of matrix Q' are given as:j
Q' .. t/J'2 + :k(p'26V'2 + 6V' 2 6V'2E;' cn' au' 6l~ , oBI +11 x \.l Y x Z I
~,) 2,\V' (p~v; ~)2p' 6V' tJ" , !J.V' ~, + X ~' ~, + I\V' AV' ( '5)x y z . -j;i'- x z
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Q' .. r, ' 6V':'- + 1 (~~'2 6fJ''L 6e' 6~' + p'z liV'z 60.' ou' -22 y ~ y z x
68') 26V u (6V; 6V~ ~,)2p' /iV' 69' liV' ~, + -.:t.. (' 6V' 68' - p' (6)x y z 1.1 ' , z
~' .. r.' I\V'2 + 1.1'2 68' oBI - 2l:llJ' lJ ' r;,' 6a u (7)33 z z
, 121iV~ 69;Z)~'jQi2 .. Q' .. F.' 6V' liV' + L 6V' liV' 68' - P'(6V'Z - +21 x Y lJ' Y z x '
1 [- (~V;Z - ~v~z)~I p'z liV' 6V' 6a' 6a' + p' 6V' ~, 6B' +1.1 x Y z
6V' 6V' 6V·'Z 6B' 68' 1- (8)x y z
[ .V'
66 -)- "'.~~ 66']Q' = Q31 = 1:' li V' liV' + r;,' lJ~ (P'6V; 6a' + 6V' 6V' e13 x z x z
cal 5]'p'liV'
-
6V' 6V' 6B' 68' (9)y x z
Q' ... QI III t,;' liV' liV' [ .V; (6V; A 68 ' ~,) - flV' ie .]+ l;; , flV' - p'flV' lJ '23 32 y z lJ I Z -It Y
where
and







SUBRoun NE: GU If)
PURPOSE: COMPUTE: THE: GUIDANCE MATRIX. THE VA~IATION MATkIX. AND THE
TA~GET CONDITION (JUST BEFORE) COVARIANCE MATRIX AT A
MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE EVENT






STATE AT TIME OF EVENT





SUBROUTINES REQUIRED: CSTART EIGHY ~ATIN
SlMPR ZERMAT
NT foil PSIM SHIFT












ARRAY OF HOLLERITH CONSTANTS FOR PRINT
INTERMEDIATE 2X2 MAT~IX
VECTOR OF EIGENVALUES
ERROH FLAG RETURNED BY FILE READER
INTERMEDIATE ]X3 MATRIX






COMMON COMPUTED/USED: DELTM 'PHI TRTM1
COMMON USED: FISAVE FISAVE
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error analysis mode to compute three primary quantities for the selected
midcourse guidance policy. These thr~e quantities are the variation
matrix ~., the target condition covariance matrix prior to the velocity
J
correction W~, and the guidance matric r.. Two midcourse guidance
J J
policies are available: fixed-time-of-arrival' (FTA), and variable-time-
of-arrival (VTA). Both are linear impulsive guidance policies having
form
~V. = r. 8X.
J J J
where~V. is the commanded velocity correction, and 8X. is the estimate
J J .
of the spacecraft position/velocity deviation from the targeted nominal.
The relevant equations for each guidance policy will be suunnarize'd below.
The variation matrix ~. for FTA guidance relates deviations in space-
J
craft state at t j to position deviations at the final time t F, and
is given by
77 j = [0 1 : O2]
is the upper half of the state transition matrix
guidance matrix for FTA guidance is given by
r. = [-QJ -1 f/J : -1]
J 2 1 I .
The variation matrix for VTA guidance relates deviations in state at
t. to deviations from the nominal normal to the impulsive insertion vel-
J
ocity vector. Consequently, the state deviations at the nominal target
time, t F,. are rotated to a coordinate system whose z-axis is along the
input delta-V, REXV, and only the upper 2 x 6 partition of the rotated
q>(t F, t j ) matrix becomes ~
4-82
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Whichever guidance policy is used to obtain 11. and r., the target
] ]
condition covariance matrix is computed as
~ = TJ. P - TJ. T] c. ]]
Where P is the control covariance matrix immediately prior to the
Ie.]
to the guidance event.
Finally, saved values are restored and the trajectory file is re-






Call NTM and PSIM to
obtain state transition
matrix ¢(t f , t.).
- J
Call STMPR to print the
state transition matrix.
Set ADA equal to the
RADA input
Set ADA equal to the
upper 3 x 6 of ~(tf' t j ).
Obtain the rotation matrix
R¢T = (~/, 9', ~')T.
Set ADA equal to the upper
2 x 6 partitition of
Print and Punch ADA
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Compute and print Wj.









PURPOSE CONTROL EXECU110N OF A GUIDANCE EVENT !N THE ERROR
AN~lYSIS PROGRAM
CALLING SEQUENCE' CALL GUIOH
SU8ROUYINES SU~PORYED! ERRiNN








LOCAL SVHBOLSI ADA Vl\fUalION MATRIX
~HAX !NTE~MEDIATE VARIABLE USED TO FINO MAXIMUM
EIGENVALUE OF VELOCITY CORRECTION"
COVARIANCE M~TRIX (5 MATRIX)
CXSU1 SYORAGE FOR CXSU KNOWLEDGE COVARIANCE
CXSVl STORAGE FOR CXSV KNOWLEDGE COVARIANCE
CXUl STORAGE FOR CXU KNOWLEDGE COVARIANCE
CXV1 STORAGE FOR CXV KNOWLEDGE COVARIANCE
CXXS1 STORAGE FOR CXXS KNOWLEDGE COVARIANCE
DUM! INTERMEDIATE VARIA8LE
DUM VECTOR SUM OF UPDATE AND STATISTICAL
VELOCITY CORRECTIONS
EGH MAXIMUM EIGENVALUE OF S KATRIX
EG'~CT ARRAY' OF EIGENVEC'TORS
EGVl ARRAV Of EIGENVALUES
~XEC fAECUTION ERROR COVARiANCE MATRIX
~xv EXPECTED VALUE OF VELOCITY CORR[CTION
GA GUIDANCE MATRI~
GAP HHEIUIEDXATE ARRA,'f EQU~L TO GA THiES P
ICOOE INTERNAL CONTROL fLAG
rcoOE2 1.NTFRMAl CONTROL FLAG









YEHPORARV STORAGE FOR ISP~
IN~E,)t OF ~~)( tHU" EIGENVALUE OF S
SP~CEC~AFT VELOCITY RELATIVE TO TARGET
PLANET IN PLANETO-CENTRIC EQUATORIAL
COORDINATES
STORAGE FOR P CONTROL COVARIANCE
S1'ORAGE FOR P KNOWLEDGE COVARIANCE
NOHIN~l TRAJECTORY STATE AT GUIDANCE EVENT




TRS TRACE OF S MATRIX
VEIG MATRIX TO 8E DIAGONAlIZED
l INTERMEDIATE ARRAY
~O""ON COMPutED/USEDi CXSUG CXSU CKSVG CXSV CXUG
CXU eX"G CXV eXXSG . CXXS
1tSPH NGE, PG PSG PS
P TG XG
COMMON COMPUTED. DELl" TRTM! XI
COMMON USED: FOP FOV ICDT3 NOIMl NDltol2 NOIM3 ONE
Q SKAlE SIGALP SIGBET SIGPRO SIGRES TWO




Subroutine GUIDM is the executive guidance subroutine in the error analysis
program. In addition to controlling the computational flow for,all types of
guidance events, GUIDM also performs many of the required guidance computations
itself.
Before considering each type of guidance event, the treatment of a general
guid~nce event will be discussed. Let t. be the time at which the guidance
event occurs. Before any guidance eventJcan be executed, the targeted '
nominal state Xj , knowledge covariance PKj , and control covariance Pc must all
be available, where ( )- indicates values immediately before the evenl. The
first two quantities are available prior to entering GUIDM. However, GUIDM
controls the propagation of the control covariance over [the interval' [tj-l' tD,
where tj_l denotes the time of the previous gUidance event.
The next step in the treatment of a general guidance event is concerned with
the computation of the effective velocity correction and the execution error
covariance. In the error analysis progJam, only a statistical velocity
correction can be computed. The effective velocity correction ~Vj is then
used to compute the execution error covariance matrix Q~ A summary of the
execution error model and the equations used to compute 4j can be found in
the subroutine GQC0MP analysis section.
The last step is concerned with the updating of required quantities prior to
returning to the basic cycle. An assumption underlying the modeled guidance
process is that the targeted nominal remains unchanged at a guidance event.
The knowledge covariance is updated using the equation
+ [~ _: _ ~ l
o I Qj I
if an impulsive thrust model is assumed.







This equation is a direct consequence of the assumption that the targeted
nominal state is always updated at a guidance event.
Each specific type of guidance event involves the comput?tion of other
quantities not discussed above. These will be covered in the following




Linear midcourse guidance policies have form
= r. oX.
J J
where the ,subscript N indicates that this is ~he velocity correction required
to null out deviations from the nominal target state. This notation is used
to differentiate between this type of velocity correction ~nd velocity
corrections required to achieve final insertion. Linear midcourse guidance
policies are discussed in more detail in/the subroutine GUID analysis section.
Subroutine GUIDM calls GUID to compute the guidance matrix, r., and the
target condition covariance immediately prior to the guidance ~vent, Wj , and
then uses r. to compute the velocity correction covariance Sj' which 1S
defined as: J
s. = E [~VNj ~V TJJ N.J
and is given by the equation
S. (P - PK. )
Tr. s r ..
J J c. JJ J
where s is a (real) scalar, input by the analyst; generally, O. ~ s ~ 1.
This equation assumes that an optimal estimation algorithm is employed in the
navigation process, since the derivation of this equation requires the
orthogonality of the estimate and the estimation error.
In the error analysi~ p~ogram ~VN. is never available since no estimates 6 XjJ
are ever generated. Only the ensemble 'statistics of OXj are available which
means only a statistical or effective velocity correction "E [.6vN.] " can be
computed. In the STEAP error analysis program, this effective velocity
correction is assumed to have form:
"E [VN. ] " =J P.J
The magnitude Pj is given by the Lee-Boain analytic solution as described in
the analysis of sUbroutine DUSTAT.
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The direction of the effective velocity correction is assumed to coincide with
the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of S .. This eigenvector
is denoted by Ol.. J
J
. +After the updated control covar~ance pc. has been computed, the target
. J
condition covariance matrix W: following the guidance correction is computed
Jusing the equation:
+ p+ T
W. .". c. 11
J J J j
where variation matrix "'j has been previously computed in subroutine GUID.
2. Final Insertion
A final insertion event describes an insertion (into halo orbit) which may be
accomplished by an impuslive or by a finite burn. If the burn is impulsive,
the expected correction has been input as REXV. This vector is used to
,.... """'
compute the executive error matrix, QF' just as ~VN. is used to compute Qj'
J
If the burn is finite, GUIDM calls NTM and PSIM to compute the state to state
transition matrix, ¢(tF , t B), and the control to final state transition
matrix Q (tF, t B), where the control parameters are the pointing angles a and (3
and the thrust magnitude T. Both the control and the knowledge covariances
are propagated by cP. (tp, t B)
P- = cP (tF' t B) P+cF cB
=
The execution error matrix for the finite burn is the 6 x 6 matrix




uT ; Uo is input to the program. In either, the impulsive or the finite case,
both the knowledge and the control covariances are updated by adding the
execution errors. These results are printed, and the end of the final





J +RETRIEVE PAUG 'J
CALL NTM AND PSLM TO
OBTAIN THE STM
~(t., t· - 1)
CALL STMPR TO PRINT
~(t·, tj - 1)
CALL GNAVM TO OBTAIN
THE CONT~OL COVARIANCE
PCAMGj
PRINT THE PCAUG: PARTITIONS
. ]
AND THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGE




CALL GUID TO OBTAIN AND PRINT
'1., rAND Wj -
GUIDM-5
T
WHERE o. ~ s :S. 1
CALL DUSTAT TO OBTAIN ~ , ,(f" , AND
PERCENTILE VALUES FROM THE S
TRIX
SET EXV EQUAL TO A VECTOR
PROPORTIONAL TO THE EIGENVECTOR OF
THE LARGEST EIGENVALUE OF S, WITH
MAGNITUDE g
PRINT EXV, SET 6 = EXV*EXVT
COMPUTE THE EXECUTION ERROR










CALCULATE Wj +::: "IPrY1T





CALL NTM TO GET ~(t~ , t~ )
CALL.GNAVM TO PROPAGATE Pc AND PK
COMPUTE EXECUTION ERRORS Q::: QU gT
PRINT THE STD DEVS & CORRELATIO~
MA RIX
ADD QTO Pc AND PK EACH
PRINT PARTITIONS AND
EIGEN-VALUES & -VECTORS




PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE THE CHANGE REQUIRED TO THE CONTROL VARIABLES
FOR TARGETING
CALL HGIONS
TIME FROM PERIAPSIS (SECS)
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (KM)
ECCENTRICITY
ARGUMENT OF PERIAPSIS (DEG)
COMPUTED INJECTION TIME (DAYS)
SENSITIVITY PARTIALS OF TARGETS ~RT POSITION CHANGES
SENSITIVITY PARTIALS OF TARGETS WRT VELOCITY CHANGES
TARGETING MATRIX GAM~A
PARTION OF STATE TRANSITION MATRIX OF POSITION
CHANGES WRT VELOCITY CHANGES
PARTION OF STATE TRANSITION ~ATRIX OF VELOCITY
CHANGES WRT VELOCITY CHANGES
SENSITIVITY MATRIX
PARTIALS OF STATE ~~T FINITE BURN CONTROLS
AT THE END OF THE BURN
PARTIALS OF STATE _RT ~INITE BURN CONTROLS
AT TARGET TIME
ACTUAL TARGET VECTOR ON CURRENT NOMINAL TRAJECTORY
TARGET ERROR VECTOR JDESI~ED-ACTUAl)
CONTROL UPDATE VECTOR
INJECTION STATE VECTOR IN EARTH EYUATORIAL-
GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES






















































Ze.ro out accumulated change
first time through














Terminate case if maximum
iterations are exceeded
Is this a finite burn case











PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE THE INJECTION TIME
I INJECTION STATE VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC-GEOCENT~IC
COORDINATES (X, V, Z (KM) AND XDOT, YDOT, lOOT
O<M/SEC) )
I/O INPUT AS DtSIREO INJECTION JULIAN DATE, OUTPUT
AS ACTUAL INJECTION JULIAN DATE
OJ




























JULIAN DATE JAN 1, 1~50.0
EARTH EQUATORIAL DECLiNATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
VECTOR (RAO)
SIN OF 'OLA'






DAVS FROM REFJD TO INJECTION DAV
GREENWICH HOUR ANGLE (DEG)
COSINE OF qHE'
SINE Of 'THE'
RIGHT ASCENSION AT LAUNCH (RAD)
LAUNCH TIME ON DAY OF LAUNCH (DAVS)
TRUE ANOMALY OF LAUNCH SITE (RAD)
ANGLE BETwEEN LAUNCH AND INJECTION (RAD)
COAST TIME ISEC) .
TIME BETWEEN LAUNCH AND INJECTION (DAYS)
LAUNCH AZIMUTH (DEG)
INJECTION TIME OF DAY (DAYS)
INJECTION STATE VECTOR IN EQUATORIAL-GEOCENTRIC
COORDINATES (X, y, Z IKM) AND XOOT, YDOT, ZOOT
IKM/SEC) )
6 VECTOR OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS (SEMI-MAJOR AXIS
(KM), ECCENTRICITY, INCLINATIONIDEG), LONGITUDE
OF ASCENDING NOOE(DEG), ARGUMENT OF PERIAPSIS
(DEG), TRUE ANOMALY(DEG))
3 ELEMENT ANGULAR MOMENTUM VECTOR IN EQUATOHIAL-
GEOCENTRIC COO~DINATES


















HLAUNCH computes the injection time from the injection state and the
launch profile parameters input by the user.
The injection state is first rotated from the ecliptic coordinate system,
which was input, to the earth equatorial system.
~cA = ct>Ec eq Rec
y"cA = <pEceq Vec
(1)




The inclination of the orbit plane i (= arc cos Wz) should equal the
desired input value. The orbit plane inclination must equal or exceed
the latitude of the launch site L to permit a coplanar parking orbit
and transfer orbit as indicated in Figure 19. In the case that
sin i sin L the launch azimuth is defined by
cos i
sin I L = , cos CPL
an~ the solution with 0.( ~L ~90 degress is selected. In this case





Parking Orb H Ai tt.'rn3 tiC





Figure 1 Transfer Plane/Parking Orbit Geometry
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HLAUCH-2
If lsin il < ISin¢L 1, the parking orbit and the transfer orbit
cannot be coplanar (Figure 16). In this case the parking orbit is de-
fined to be in the plane have a launch a"zirnu th of XL = 90 deg. ,
containing the closest approach radius vector RCA' and nearest the
transfer plane. (Note the alternate parking orbit plane in Figure 1b
which also satisfies the first two of these requirements). The unit
normal to the parking orbit plane is given by
(4)
where V is the velocity vector at the injection point in the parkingp
orbit. V is given byp
(X ) 6
,
eV = -cos 8p sin cos X -sin 8p sin Xp p p p p






where (6 , 6 ) are the equatorial right ascension and declination of thep p ,
periapsis position RCA. For the specific parking orbit plane having
LL = 90 deg, including RCA,' and nearest the transfer plane p IIlUSt
satisfy
sgn (cos L ) = sgn VCA. P V (0)p
where O~}; <.:; 180 deg and where the equation (5) is used.
p
Thus the unit normal to the parking orbit plane may be computed by
either (2) or (4) and the launch azimuth is either given by (2.47) or
EL = ,90 deg. In either case the remaining calculations proceed as follows.




Wysi~ sin LL - W
x
cos L L
, sin ® L = --'----'='''2-----...;;.;,.----
Wz - 1
The launch date input by the user is recalculated as the integer day
h(0 ut) closesthto the inital date input by the user. The Greenwich
hour angle at 0 ut of the launch date is then
GHA = 100°.07554260 + 0°.9856473460 Td
2°.9015 x 10- 13 T2
d






where w is the rotation rate of the launch planet and L is the
.
longitude of the launch site, both being read in as input.
The unit vector toward the launch position is the
~ = (cos q,l cos ® L I' cos cPL sin ® L I, sin ¢L!) (10)
The true anomaly of the launch site f L is calculated as:
where 1 and 2 are the angle of 0 the first and second burns and
kepis the inverse parking orbit cnast rate, all of which are input..
'e
sin f L = 1). . VCA
The angle between launch and injection is
r/JB = 277 - f L
The coast time t c may now be computed





The time between launch and injection is therefore
HLAUCH-4
(14)
where t 1 and t 2 are the input time durations of the first /
and second burn





PURPOSE: TO INITIALIZE CONSTANT SAND DEFAULT VALUES, READ INPUT
I)A r A9 AND CAlCULA1TE THE ZERO ITERATE GUESS 0











OURAION OF FINITE BURN (DAYS)
INPUT FLAG INDICATING THAT A BIAS VECTOR
IS TO BE ADDED TO THE LIBRATION STATE PRIOR
TO TARGETING
INPUT FLAG INDICATION THE SOURCE OF THE
INITIAL CONDITIONS
INJECTION STATE VECTOR TO BE INTEGRATE IF
ITMAX=O
ARRAY OF TARGET VALUES
INITIAL GUESS OF SPACECRAFT VELOCiTY AT LIBRATION
POINT, IF IZERO=S










































































Initial velocity of S!C at libration point
comes from input VL ZDAT
HPRELM-2
e,







PURPOSE: TO CONTROL THE TRAJECTORY GENERATION PHAS~

























JULAIN DATE OF INJECTION
BIAS DATE ADDED TO PRINT OUT TIME
COAST TIME
SIGN OF INTEGRATION STEP
PRINT T!~E (DAYS)
PRINT lIME OF NEXT SPECIAL PRINT POINT (DA~S)
PRINT TIME OF PREVIOUS PRINT POINT (DAYS)
SIGN OF PRINT POINT
DAVS FHOM INJECTION
JULIAN DATE OF PRINT POINT
MAGNITUDE Of RADIUS VECTOR (KM)
MAGNITUDE OF VELOCITy VECTOR (KM/SEC)
RIGHT ASCENSION (DEG)
DECLINATION (DEG) _
MAGNITUDE OF IMPULSIVE BU~N DELTA V VECTOR
FLAG TO INDICATE INITIATION OF FINITE BURN
NUMBER OF ERRORS ENCOUNTERED DURING TRAJECTOR
- PRINT PHASE
CURRENT SPECIAL PRINT POINT NUMBER
FLAG TO INDICATE ARRIVAL OF STOPPING CONDITIONS
FLAG TO INDICATE THAT CU~RENT PRINT POINT IS


































































Check if targeting has converged
Check if finite burn is being targeted from
impulsive burn
Should run target based on actual launch
profile
Check if actual launch profile has been
generated
4-108







Reset convergence flag & iteration counter ITER o
Generate projected launch profile


















Skip special print logic if
first point
4-110
Check if there are special print points
Has last special print been used
Is special print beyond nominal print point





Set special print flag, set current print
point to special print pointJdecrement
index for NOMNAL point








Check to see if current print poinr is
within section
Reset print point to terminal value & set
termination flag
ISTOP=/
TTO = TDUR -
\ TBIAS
YES
Check if current print point is outside
integration range
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Are we in the burn phase
Is this an impulsive burn
case































Is there more data tobe generated
Write remaInIng acceleration vectors
if necessary























Is this an impulsive burn
Initialize integrator
Integrate burn phase of trajectory
Turn burn flag off,& restart integrator















Integrate trajectory for impulsive
burn case



































I INITIAL CONDITION FLAG
I INJECTION RADIUS VECTOR (KM)
2 JULIAN DATE OF INJECTION
I RADIUS VECTOR TO LIBRATION POINT CKM)
I FLIGHT TIME (DAYS)
o VELOCITY VECTON AT LIBRArION POINT
ANGLE BETwEEN RL AND VL (RAD)
MAGNITUDE OF VL
TRANSFER ANGLE (RADI
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF TRANSFER ORBIT
ECCENTRICITV OF TRANSFER ORBIT
SEM!-LATUD RECTUM OF TRANSFER ORHIT
NUMBER OF LOOKUP TABLES
VALID LOOKUP TABLE



















Are initial conditions generated from
Lamberts solution
Find correct table for this flight time
Does flight time lie within any table
Interpolate table for velocity
magnitude and rotation angle













Check for transfer greater
than one full revolution
Compute velocity at libration



































PURPOSEs TRAMS'O~~~rIO~ OF ~ RE~L S~M~ETRIC~~T~l~ VO OIAGO~Al
'O~" BY ~ SUCCESSION OF PLANE RotiTlONS TO ANNIHILATE
VHE ~FFcOl'GONAl ELEMENTS ~NO SUBSEQUENT COMPUTATION
OF TH! EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECVORS Of THAT MATRIX
oaLLING S£QUt!MClEfl C'LL JACOel(A,W2,V,~,FOO»
ltitGUteEl'4IT 11 ~ It ~~TRIX TO BE OIAGONAtIZ[D ClIQILL BE
DESTROYED)
tB~ 0 YIECTO~ Of IEIGEN~£lUES (LENGTH .4»
VJ 0 MATRIX OF EIGENVECTORS Ut BY N DIMENSION)
~ 1 DIMENSION OF SQUARE MATRIX A
F@D X FINAL OFF-DIAGONAL ANNIHILATION VALUE
SUBROUTINES SUPPORTED' EIG"' GutSI" GUISS
GUlCH GUID PRED
PRESI" SETEVN
LOCAL S''''OLSC llUP INTERMEDIATE VlRlllelE
~IPIP INTERMEDIATE vaRIar&lE-ACJPIP)
'\
AIPJP INTERMEDIATE VAftI £8IbE-A UPJP)
AJplJP INTERMEDIATE VAftltABLE-A«JPJPt
C5 I~fERMEOIATE \9AR1USllE:
OED.. IOIFffRENCE IN IELE~IENTS OF A
lREOO COUNTER
I(~ OIHENSIOPll OF A
KRPl KR + 1
~"1 ~ .., 1




1ft. lARGEST OFF~DIAGOH£l ELE~ENT
"'EXP l~lE~"EOIATE vaRI£SLE




Tilt: Jacobi lIIetllod I;Ilb1ectH a real, symmetrIc m<Jtrh: A to Ii 6t>queIlC(' of








",llere all utileI' l'lclllcntll of the rotation matrIx are idenl1cal with the
unit matrix. Aftl'r n multiplications A is trunsformed into:
A'
If is chosen at each step to make II pair of off-dia~onal elements
<:ero I then
d iagona 1.
A' will approach diagonal fonn with the eigenvalut.·s l'n the
The columns of 01 0i' .. ON correspond to the eigellvectort< of A.
The angle of rotation ~ is chosen in the following way. If the
four entries of O· are in (1,1), (i,j), (j,i) and (j,j) then the corHS-
K _ 1 \
pondin? elements of °1 , A 0 1 are
b .. a cos2~ + 2a i j sin ~ cos ~ + a .. sin2~ii ii JJ
b ij b ji .. (a j j - 8 11 ) sin ~ cos ~ + aij(cos2~ - sin2~)
b .. .. a .. sin2~ - 2a i · sin 0 cos ~ + a .. cos2~JJ 11 .1 J J
is chosen so that
Each multiplication creates a new pair of zeros but will introduce a non-
zero contribution to positions zeroed out all previous steps. However,
-1 -1 0 0successive mutrices ,of the form 02 0 1 A I 2 will approach therequir~d diagonal form.
Reference: Scheid, Frances: Theory and Problems of Numerical






Compute eigl'nvectors ilnd ,
diagollalize matrix A. _--1
------ -_._.
..
Set In il j a I V matrix tlJ IIl\1ly.
Set W2 (I) • A (1)
~'~-lXl mil t r 1x7 YES
NO
Set Tl Ie A I~S (A ( 2 ) ) . Selin u 'PP~ r
off-diagonal e Il'rnt:!lIls of matrix A
hy rows to find greatest e lemt'nt in




Set lREDO • U. Scan upper off-
dillgona 1 elemcntl; of matrix A hy rows
until II value greater than Tl il;
found. Pivot on this element.
, I,
f Compute ro ta t ion angle ~.









PURPOSE: TO SOLVE lAMBERTS PROHLEM FOR TRANSFERS L~SS THAN TWO PI












I POSITION VECTOR AT DEPARTURE POINT
I POSITION VECTOR AT ARRIVAL POINT
I TRANSFER TIME .
I TRANSFER ANGLE (RAD)
I GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT OF CENTRAL BODY
o VELOCITY VECTOR AT DEPARTURE POINT
o VELOCITY VECTOR AT ARRIVAL POINT
o SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF TRANSFER ORBIT
o ECCENTRICITY OF TRANSFER OHHIT
o SEMI-LATUS ~ECTUM 'OF TRA~SFEH ORBIT
,/
LOCAL SYMBOLS:
RiM MAGN nUDE OF RI
R2M MAGNITUDE OF R2
URI UNIT VECTOR IN DIRECTION OF RI
UR2 UNIT VECTOR IN DIRECTION OF ~2
C R2 - RI
UC UNIT VECTOR IN DIRECTION OF C
CM MAGNITUDE OF C















LAMBRT solves Lambert's problem for transfer angles les.s than 360 0 •
Given: 1) Initial and final position vectors
@l and ~2)
2) The time of flight (t f )
3) The transfer angles (9)
The initial and final velocity vectors (Yl and Y2)' for a two-body conic
trajectory connecting these points are found.
The problem is solved using the following steps:
~ ].2 ].1
s ( Rl + R2 + C )/2.0
t .J2 (s 3/2 _ gl (s - C )3/2)p 3
where gl sign ( 77' 2 _ 92)
and 0<9< 277'
For t e :> t , the conic is an ellipse and the following transcendentalequat~on mBst be solved for >..
J;.t f sI-cos>.. )
( >..- sin>.. ) - g (B - sin B)
1
where:
s ( 1 - cos B)
and
0 L. A L... 21T'
0 :::-11 <. A
-
0 ~ B 'S: >..
(s - c ) (1 - cos A )
IJ. =gravitational constant of central body
The semi major axis of the ellipse may now be calculated as:
a = s / (1 - cos>" )
Also calculate: g2 = sign 1T 2 -
For t f < t p ' the'conic is an hyperbola, and
transcendental equation:
4-127





s (cosh 8 - 1) ::l (s - c
LAMBRT-2
(sinh r-r) - gl (sinh 8 - 8 )
) (cosh- r - 1)
and
o ~ 8 <.....
The semi major axis of the transfer hyperbola is
a = s/(l - cosh r)
and set g = +12
For both elliptical and hyperbolic transfer orbits the initial and final
velocities are now calculated from the following ~quations:












.l'l V 'C' + V .'Ii'c p 1
':::2 V '6'- V ~c p 2
For the derivation of these equations, the reader is referred to Astronautical











I POSITION VECTOR AT DEPARTUHE POINT
I NUM8EH OF FULL ~EVOLUTIONS HEFOR~ ENCOUNTER
I NU~8E~ OF FULL REVOLUTIONS BEFORE ENCOUNTER
I INITIAL GUESS
LOCAL SYMBOLS:
RMl MAGNITUDE OF Rl
~M2 MAGNITUDE OF R2
eM MAGNITUDE OF C
C R2 - Rl
CTHI COSINE OF TRUE ANOMALY AT POSITION 1
CTH2 COSINE OFTHUE ANOMALY AT POSI-TION 2
STHl SINE OF TRUE ANOMALY AT POSITION'1
STH2 SINE OF TRUE ANOM~LY AT POSITION 2
THSCI TRUE ANUMALY AT POSITION 1
THSC2· TRUE ANOMALY AT POSITION 2
VM2 MAGNITUDE: OF VI














. LOOP solves Lambert's problem for transfer angles greater than 360 0 •
Given: 1) Initial and final position vectors
B: l and B:2
2) The time of flight (t f )
3) The transfer angle (9N)
The initial and final velocity vectors (y, and Y2) for a two-body elliptical
conic connecting these points are found. ~
The problem is solved using the following step.





~ ( _R_l__+__R_2_) cos (9/2)
s
where,9 = (9N) mod 27!'
The following sets of equations must be solved for X by interating
y3 _r;- !f- = (m 7!' + ,\ - h)
., s s




z (1 + KE)"2
f y (z.-Qx)
g xz-QE
,\ tan- l (f/g)
d m To" + ,\







(2/-LS) 2 QZ (S - Rl ) - X (S - R2 )




2 r d )
e = (1' - -) +a (!!:. )
a
For the derivation of the previous equations, the reader is refered to NASA
Technical Note D-5368 (A Unified Form of Lambert's Theorem, by E. R. Lancaster
and R. C. Blanchard).
The initial and final velocities are now calcula~ed using the method:
\ p = a (l
cos Nl = (P Rl ) / (e Rl )
cos N2 = (P R2 ) / (e R2 )
sin Nl = (cos N l cos 9 - cos. N2)/sin 9
N = (N l + 9) mod 2 71'2 ~








e+ sin N2/(1 + 2e cos N2 + e2)~
VI 2 =
2V2 =: J-L 1 )
a
-w = gl ( !l x !2 )/
where gl = + 1.0
and gl - - 1.0
1\ ~ "R'Ul = x 11\ ~ ~U2 x R2

























































Initialize data for halo orbit mission
Case termination?
Gener~te halo orbit trajectory
Case termination?











PURPOSEI TO COMPUTE T-tE INVERSE OF A MATRIX.
CALLING 'ilQUENCE.1 CALL I1ATIN<A,R,tU
MATIN..A
ARr,UHEN r s A(N,Nt I MATRIX TO BE INVERTED
~(N,N' 0 RESULTANT INVERSE OF MATRIX A
N I DIHENSION OF A AND R
SUHROUTINES REQUIRED' NONE
LOCAL SYI1BOL S' AL A(LU + S (INTE~MEDIATE VA~IA81. E)





KR DIMENSION OF A
MIXI INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE
MIXJ INTE~MEDI~TE VARI'ABLE'
HIXL INTE~MEDI AT E VAIU ABLE
,
S INTE~MEOfATE VARIABLE
X INTERMEDIATE "ARI ABLE




PURPOSE' TO PROPAGATE AND UPIlATE MEANS OF AC1UAL STATE ANO
PARAMETER OE~IATIONS ANO ACTUAL STATE AND PARAMETER
ESTIM~VEON ERRORS






I S-r~TE OEv't"TIONS OR ESTIHI\TION ERRORS
I SOLVE-FOR PARAMETE~ OEVIAT10NS OR
ESTIP"ATION ERRO~S
I
I =1 FOR UPDATE
=2 FOR PROPAGATION
r =1 FOR DEV[ATIO~ MEANS
=2 FOR ESTI~ATION ERROR ~EANS
r' NUM8ER OF ROWS IN THE OBSE~VATION MATRIX
SUqROUTINES SUPPORTEU' ERRANN SETEVN PROBE GENGID PRED





EU EV EW E XIP


















Subroutine MEAN propagates and updates actual estimattun error
means over the time interval [tk , t k+1] separating twe successive
measurements or events. The equatio~ programmed in MEAN are in-
dependent of the filter algorithm employed to generate gain ma-
trices. Gain matrices are assumed to have been computed· during a
prior call to subroutine GNAVM.The propagation equations pro-
grammed in MEAN are also used to propagate actual deviation means
over the time interval separating two successive gui.dance events.
The update equations, of course, are not used in this situation.
The actual estimation errors for position/velocity state, solve-for
parameters, dynamic consider parameters, measurement consider param-
eters, and ignore parameters are defined, respectively, by the
following:




l\+l == ~+l - ~+1 = - u (3)0
"k+l .. ~k+l - vk+l .. - v ( 4)0
Q'k+l = ~k+l - wk+l 1:1 - w (5)0







are the actual deviations from nominal.
and w
o
Only the means of x and x are paopagated and updated since the
s
means 6f u, v, and ware constant. The propagation equations are
summarized
-e u - e w
xu 0 xw 0
(6)
(7)





Before the means of x and x can be updated at a measurement. the
s
mean of the measurement residual k+l must first be computed using
,
.. - H - M. E[X- ] + G~ + Lv + NW
sk+l 0 0 0
where H, M, G, L~ and N are observation matrix partitions.
The update equations are summarized as:




To propagate actual deviation means requires that x and x be
s
replaced by x and x , respectively. in equations (6) and (7), and
s









from t k to tk+1 using
equations (6) and (7)
Estimation Errors or Deviations?
Deviations
IGI6 = lG0 + 1






Equate mean at t k+1












PU~POSE I COMPUTE ASSUMED AND ACTUAL MEASUREMENT NOISE CO\lARIANCE
MA!RICES IN THE E~~OR AN~LVSIS PROGRAM
CALLING SEIJUENCEI CALL MENO(I1MCOOE,ICOOEb
ARGU,..ENTI I CfJO( I INTERNAL CODE USElJ TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN
THE TWO ALTERNATIVES LISTED ABOVE













·The linearized ob8ervation equation employed by the navigation
proces8 i8 given by
where 6Yk is the measurement deviation from the nominal measure-
A A
ment. Hk is the augmented observation matrix. elk 1s the augmented
state deviation from the nominal augmented state. and I'lk is the
assumed measurement noise.
The function of subroutine MEN0 i~ to·compute the assumed measure-
ment noise covariance matrix
if IC0DE a O. The constant measurement noise variances associated
with all available measurement types are stored in the vector MNCN.
Subroutine MEN0 selects the appropriate element from this vect0r'
to construct ~.
If IC0DE ~ 0 the actual measurement noise covariance matrix
Rk = E[nk I'lkT]
where I'lk is the actual measurement noise, is computed instead. In
this case subroutine MEN0 selects the appropriate actual measure-
ment noise variances from the vector GMNCN to construct Rk'
The accompanying flaw chart indicates the computati~nal flow for
computing~. An identical procedure is used to co~p~te Rk'
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Compute the ~ matrix for











Com~Jte the ~ matrix




Compute the ~ matrix
for an apparent planet
diameter measurement.
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Compute the ~ matrix
for a range and range-
rate measurement from
the appropriate station.
S lJ'1ROUT t N[ MOMOlT
MOMENT-A
PUPPOC)EI TO CONVERT AN ARBITRARY MON-SQUARE 2ND MOMENT MATRIX TO
·THE AS50CnnEDCOR.RELATIO,. HAT~IX PART'ITiON AND PRINT IT
ALSO COMPUTE AND PRINT EIGENVALUES, EIGEN~ECTORS,AND
HYPE REL LIPSO IDS
CALL ING '.iEQUF.: NCE I CALL f40MEN T<N 1 ,N 2, EXVT ,EX, EY,CORW, CORM 1, ABL, 11,
I 2 , I FL ~G , I F 2 )
ARr,UflIfNTSI N1 I NUMBER OF ROWS IN 2ND HOMEN T MATRIX
NZ I NUMBER OF COLS IN 2ND HOHENT MATRIX
E XYT I N1 BY N2 2ND MOMENT MAT R1)( OF X AND' Y
E)( I N1 VECTOR '1EAN OF X
EY I NZ VECTOR MEAN OF ,y
COR'" I 2ND MOMENT HA TlUX CORRESPONDING TO VECTOR
X OF DIMENSION N1
CORW! I 2ND MOMENT HAllUX CORRESPONDING TO VEeT OR
V OF DIMENSION N2
ABt I VECTOR OF ROW'LABELS CORRESPONDING TO
CORM1,
11 t ROW INDEX MAX IHUH
12 I COL INDEX 'UX]HUM
: . ~ , , '-
. ,
.,- " IFLAG I ,=0 00 NOT C,OMPUTE EIGENVECTORS, -ETC.
IF2 I =0 00 NOT COMPUTE STD. DEV.
SUBROUTINES SUPPORTED I GPRINT GENGID
SU8ROUT IN£S REQUIRED' EIGHY
LOCAL SYMBOLS' OUT INTERMEDIATE ARRAV
PEIG INTERMEDIATE VECTOR
ROW INT ERMEDI AT E \lECTOR
SQP INTERMEDIATE VEcr OR









Subroutine M0~~NT transforms an arbitrary 2nd moment matrix E[xyT]
into a correlation matrix and. if x • Y. into a vector of standard
d",!Vlat[onH. 1'h~ transformation consists of two steps:
1) Ttrun~form E[xy ] Into the covariance matrix
T T
COY (x.y) .. E[xy ] - E[x] • E[y ];





ij .. (] i (J j
o ij II: E[xi Yj ]
o i .. E[xi]~
i , j
Subroutine M0MENT writes out the cQrrelation matrix and, if they
exist, the standard deviations. Subroutine M0MENT can also compute
and write out th~ eigenvalues, eigenvectors. and hyperellipsoid




PURPOSE: TO S~IFT THE LAST STATE TRANSITION MATRIX OBTAINED FROM THE
FILE INTO PHIOLO, TO CALL THE FILE READER ANQ O~TAIN
THE NEW ~TATE VECTOR AND STATE TRANSITION MATRIX, PHINEW,
(I.E., TO SET UP CO~MON BLOCK PHISAV FOR USE BY SUB-
ROUTINE PSIM), OR TO FLAG THE ERROR ENCOUNTERED WHILE
T~YING TO ~EAn THE FILE.·




STATE VECTOR OBTAINED FROM FILE
STATE TRANSITION MATRIX
I~DEX OF SECTION OF FILE TO BE READ
=1 FOQ COAST SECTION
=2 FOR FINITE BURN SECTION
LOCAL SYMBOLS: IERR ERROR FLAG qETURNED BY FILE READER
TSEC TIME IN S~CONDS PAST THE INITIAL TIME ON THE FILE
SURROUTINES REQUIRED: GETCOW
COMMON COMPUTEO: PHINEw TOLD
•
COMMON USED: TRTMl TRTMS DELTM
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PHIOLO TM
SUBROUTtNE ORBENO (ORBINT ENTRY POINT)


























PURPOSE: TO INITIALIZE THE SEQUENTIAL ORBIT fILE WITH PARTIALS





























Subroutine ORBINT contains five entry points: ORBINT, ORBWRT, ORBEND,
CSTART and GETC~W. The purpose of these entry points is to trans-
mit and retrieve information on a sequential orbit that contains partials.
Entry point orbint writes a 1048 10 byte logical header record followed
by a 1056 10 byte second logical header' record. This routine is called
only once at the start of trajectory generation. After the header re-
cords have been written the ORBWRT logic block is executed. This block
writes a 6657 10 logical data record containing the latest 11 acceleration
vectors, first and second cowell runs, current integration time, step size
and section number. This logic block is repeatedly used during trajectory
integration by a call through entry point ORBWRT. After the l trajectory
has been completely integrated a call to entry point ORBEND will write
a data record of any remaining acceleration vectors and set an end-of-
file mark.
Entry points (CSTART and GETCQW are used to retrieve information from the
sequential trajectory data file written by ORBINT/ORBWRT/ORBEND. An
initial call to entry point CSTART prior to trajectory generation will
read the two headon records and the first data record. Each successive
call to entry point GETCOW will read successive data records (if required)
and call subroutine INTP to interpolate the trajectory data for the
requested time period.
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SUBROUTINE ORAWRT (OHBINT ENTRY POINT)

























PURPOSES if) COMPUTE THE t'4tHRIX DEFINING THE i~ANSFORt1ATION FROM
PLANET CENT~REO ECLIPTIC COOROINATES 10 PLANET CENTERED
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES AS A FUNCTION OF THE PARTICULAR
PLANEf AND TIME ..
CALLING SEQUENCES CALL PECEQ(NP,O,ECEQ)
ADGUMEN T NP
o
I CODE OF PLflNET
X JULIAN OATE~ EPOCH lQOO, OF ~EFERENCE TIME
ECEQ<3,3)' 0 COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FROM







COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FROM
GEOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC TO GEOCENTRIC
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES FOR EARTH - FROM
ECLIPTIC TO ORBITAL PLANE COO~OINATES FOR
MOON
CSDECl COSINE OF OECl
CSEOBl COSINE OF EOBl
CSINM COSINE OF INM
C~NOM COSINE OF ~OOEM
CSRASC COSINE OF ~ASC
OECL DECLINATION OF TARGET PLANET POLE
OGT~ CONVERSION FACTOR FROM DEGREES TO RADIANS








~OIo1H --UNIT VECTOR NORMAL TO TARGET PLANET
OR~ITAl PLI\NE
PBA~ CROSS PRODUCT OF POLE AND NOR~
P~AG MAGNITUDE OF PeAR
DOLE UNIT VECTOR ALIGNED WITH YARGET PLANET
POLAR AXIS
POlMA G MAGNI TUDE OF POL E
QqARP CROSS PRGDUCT OF POLE AND PBAR
QMAG MAGNITUDE OF CBARP
RAse R.IGHT ASCENSION OF TARGET. PLA,IIET POLE
5NOECL SINE OF OECL
SNEOBL SINE OF EO~L
SNINM SINE OF INCLINATION INM
SNNOM SINE OF NOOE NO~









Subroutine PECEQ computes the coordinate transformation maxtrix
A from planetocentric ecliptic to planetocentric equetorial co-
ordLnateH for an arbitrary planet.
'1'11l~ derLvatlon of A for a planet other than the earth or moon
will be !:I-ummac !zed. Matrix A is defined by
A = [x I A II Y II I (1)
where X, Y, and Z are unit vectors aligned with the planetocentric
equatorial coordinate axes and referencedAto the planetocentric
ecliptic coordinate system~ Unit vector Z is aligned with the
planet pole. Unit vector X lies along the intersection of the
of the planet equatorial and orbitalAPlanes and points at the
planet vernal equinox~ Unit vector Y completes the orthogonal
triad and is given by
y = Z x X•. (2)
It remains to obtain expressions for X and Z. Let N denote the
unit vector normal to the planet orbital plane, and let P denote
the unit vector aligned with the planet pole. Then
and
z = p (3)
x P xNA •Ip x NI (4)
The unit vector N, referred to the ecliptic coordinate system, is
given by
(5)
where i and n .are the inclination and longitude of the ascending
node, respectively, of the planet orbital plane. The unit vector
P. referred to the ecliptic system is given by
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p .. lcos L
- sin
cos u cos 6 ]
s1n u cos 6 + sin L sin 6
t sin u COB 6 + cos L sin 5
(6)
PECEQ-2
where ~ and h are the right ascension and declination, respec-
tively, of th~ pl~net pole relative to the geocentric equatorial
coordinate system, and c is the obliquity of the ecliptic. Ex-
pressions for 'J. and 6 for each planet were obtained from JPL TR
32-1306, Constants and Related Info~ation for AstrodYnamio Cal-
ou7,ations, 1968, by Melbourne, et al.
For the earth and the moon, the transformation matrix A is writ-
ten as the produce of two transformation matrices















Orbital plane coordinate axes
Moon's equatorial coordinate axes
Inclination of moon's orbital p!aneto ecliptic
plane
Right ascension of moon's orbital plane to
ecliptic plane
Inclination of moon's equatorial to orbital
plane








The transformation A1 from ecliptic to orbital plane
is performed by rotating about the z-axis through an
then about tte resulting x-axis through an angle i.





The transformation A2 from orbital plane to equatorial coordinates
can be written similarly ~s .









[--c~mp U~~t" e 0 b1i qui ty of
the ecliptic E:
- ...._............- .. -.. ....,""..........
tYe~
"' Pl anet = earth?
I No
- Compute sine and cosine of
inclination; and node n
. of planet.
-I
Compute the right ascension a














PU~PQSf: cONTPnL CALCULATluN~ FOH A PR~D1CT10N fVENT IN ~RRAN
CALLING SEUUENCE: CQLL PRED
SURROUTINES ~EQUIRED: cnHHEL CSTA~T OYNO































TF'ol P 0 q II RY STORAGE .FOR E)( S T
TF~PORA~Y STO~AGE FOR ~XT
INTE~NAL CONTROL rL~G
T~MPORAqy STO~AGE FOR IPRINT
TNTEH~ECIATE ARRAY
TE~PORARY ST0RAGE FO~ KNOWLEDGE COVAHIANCES
STATE V~CTOR AT TPT
STATE VFCTOH AT Tl~E OF EVENT
TT~E PPFJJJ(TFO TO -
MATklX Tv HE nTAGONALIlfD
cxsu cxSV CXU C~V CKXS DELTM
GCXSI!lI GCXW IPkINT !'\IIJE: P PS
l'H!-'ll XI
[,( S r EXT FOP FOV GP ISTMC





Subroutine PRED executes a prediction event in the error analysis
program ERRAN. At a prediction event, the knowledge covariance par-
titions, and the estimated position/velocity deviations from the most
recent nominal trajectory are propagated forward to t , the time to
.. . p.
which the prediction is to be made. The knowledge covariance partitions
are propagated using the prediction equations found in the GNAVM
Analysis section. The estimate is propagated using the equation





(t , t.) oX
P J Sj
•
where ~ and () are the state transition matrix partitions over the
xx
s
time interval [t j , t pl
The position and velocity partitions of the propagated knowledge co-






Increment prediction event counter and
obtain time t p to which prediction is to
be made.
•Save all knowledge covariance ma tr ix
par t it ions at t j .
J,
Call NTM to compute the nominal
trajectory at time t p ' Call PSIM to
compute the state transition matrix
partitions over the time interval
l t j' tpl
..
Ca 11 DYN¢ to compute the dynamic noise
covar iance ma tr ix for the interval
(t j , t p1 "
Write out the state tra hs ition matrix
partitions and eigenvalues.
~'
Call GNAVM to propagate knowledge
covariance partitions forward to time t p '
Wr ite out the knowledge correlation
matrix partitions and standard deviations





•Restore knowledge covariance matrix
partitions at t j ,
PRED-3
B
Save actual knowledge covariance matrix
partitions at t j .
Call DYNO to compute the actual dynamic
noise over ( t j' t p1
Call GNAVM to propagate actual knowledge
covariance partitions forward to t p ' Print
them and their standard deviations.
Restore actual knowledge covariances at tj'
Reinitialize file and file reader for use a
t ~ t j'
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SUBROUTINE PRELIM
PURPOSE: DUMMY LINK WITH NON HALO ORBIT OPTIONS




PURPOSE: PRINT PERTINENT INFOR~ATION AT SPECIFIED MEASUREMENTS
- CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL PRINT3~MMCODE.NR'
ARGUM~NTS: MMCODE CODE FOR TYPE OF MEASUREMENT
NR NUMBER OF ROWS IN 08SE~VATION MAT~IX
PRINT3-A








































PURPOSE:; TO rN~ERT A 6X6 STATE TRANSITION MATRIX (USING ITS SYMPLECTIC
CHARACTER) fROM T1 TO T2, AND MULTIPLY A STATE TRANSITION
MATRI~ FROM .T1 TO T3 HY THAT INVE~SE, AND THEREBY O~TAIN
THE STATE TRANSITION MATRIX (STM) F~OM T2 TO T3.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL PSIM(P31,P21,P32)
ARGUMENTS: P31 STM FROM Tl TO T3
P21 STM FROM T1 TO T2







PURPOSE: TO INITIALIZE THE STATE PARTIAL MATRIX





























PURPOSE: TO STORE THE 834 VALUES O~ AR~AV P IN ARRAY PI
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL SAVMATCP,Pl)






P,URPOSE! va DETERMINE WHAT TYPE· OF MEASUREMENT IS TO BE TAKEN
NEXT AND AT WHAT TIME IT WILL OCCUR.
CALLING SEQUENCE' CALL SCHEO(Tl,T2,MHCOOE)
ARGUMENT. HMeOOE 0,· MEASUf(EHENT HOOEL CODE
T1 I PRESENT TRAJECTORY TIME

















Loop on Mto find TMN(M)







PURPOSf: CUNTROL CUMPUT~TI~~S CO~MON TO ALL ~VENTS IN ERRAN




STAT F (I F TRTrH
TTrv:E OF [VfNT
TyPE OF EVENT
















COR RESoP 0 NDIN I; A~ RAY IJ F Ell-i t>" VALUES
INTE~ME~IATE VARIABLE
'> (1 U ARI:" ~ 0 0 T.., f) F E I Gt "I V to LUI:. S
I:\ITER·~El.lIATE ARRAY
STATt VECTO~ AT EVE~T Tl~~
~~fJ.TKIX TI) F'I: nTAGONALILflJ
COMM()t~ (: 0 r·W U Tr: f) / U5 t_ D : L'FLhl T~TMl x.F
COMf'.,IOI\I UC;fD: C)(SU .xcsv XCLI XCV CXXS FOP FOV
TPkT r sTI-IC p~ P Q uo va
X.LAH r r':'F f\J (; l) GV bCXW GCXSw· GP
r,CXXS (,(XU ("~C:XI/ GPS ('C)I. SU GCXSV QPK




Before executing any e~t in the error analysis/generalized co-
variance analysis program subroutine SETEVN is called to perform
a series of computations that are common to all events. Subroutine
SETEVN computes the targeted nominal trajectory'at t j and propagates
the assumed and actual knowledge covariance partitions at t k_l --
. the time of the previous event or measurement -- forward to time
t, using the propagation equations found in subroutine .GNAVM. The
J
actual estimation error means are also propagated forward to t j
using the propagation, equations found-in subroutine MEAN.
For any event other than a prediction event', subroutine SETEVN also
computes eigenvalues, eigenvectors of the
position and velocity partitions of the assumed and actual know-





Set t = t. - t k l' CallNTM to compdte the targeted
nominal at tj. Write out
Propagate assumed knowledge
covariance matrix partitions
forward to t', Write out
Is event a prediction event?




Propagate actual knowledge means
and 2nd-moment matrix partitions
forward to t j , Write out
Is event a prediction event?
NO
Compute and write out actual
eigenvalues, eigenvectors-, and
~eI"elli~s{)ids








PURPOSE: TO INITIALIZE FLAGS FOR USE BY INTEGRATION HOUTINES





I INITIAL 6 ELEMENT STATE VECTOR









































PURPOSE: TO SHIFT A DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY TO ANOTHER LOCATION
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL SHIFTeAIN,K,BOUT)
ARGUMENTS: AIN ARRAY TO BE SHIFTED




PURPOSE: TO MINIMIZE FeX)





I 3 VECTOR OF VALUES OF X
I 3 VECTOR OF FeXI VALUES CORRESPONDING TO VECTOR X








PURPOSEm YO COHPUTETHE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF STATION LOCATION
ERRORS III
CALLiNG SEQUENCEI CALL STAPRL(AL,ALON,ALA~,P~T2,VEC,PA)
ARGUMENT. I ALTITUDE OF THE STATIO.N
ALAr I LATITUUE OF THE STATION
lLON 1 LONGITUDE OF THE STATION
PA 0 PARTIAL OF STATION POSITION AND VELOCITY
WITH RESPECT TO ALTITUDE, LATITUDE AND
LONGITUDE
PAl2 l LON~1TUOE + OMEGA·CCURRENT TIHE-LAUNCH
lUtE)
VEe UNUSED
SUBROUTINES SUPPORTEDI TRAKS TRAKH
lOCA~ SYH8o.~Se G1 SINE OF LATITUDE
,











SINE OF OBLIQUITY OF EARTH
COSINE OF OBLIQUITV OF EARTH





The ecliptic components of the position and velocity of a tracking station
relativE to the Earth are relat~d to station location parametersR, 9, and
q, through the 'following set -of equations:
Xs • R cos 9 cos G
y III I cos 9 cos. sin G + I sin 9 sin Es
Zs ... -I cos 9 sin E sin G -I- R sin 9 cos E
i a. W R cos 9 sin G
s
.ys" W R cos 9 cos E cos G
is .. - wi cos 9 sin E cos (;
where G" ¢J + W (t • T) " and T is the universal time at some epoch(usually
launch time).
Subroutine S!APRL computes the negative of the partials of the previous
quantities with respect to the station location parameters I, 9, and ~
These partials are summarized below:
8][.
• ---- .. • cos 9 cos G8R
aX•
•. ~ I sin 9 cos G
a9
ax
- ---! • R cos 9 Bin GJ¢
,Y
• 818 .. • [sin E ain 9 + cos E cos 9 sin ~
BY
- ---! • I cae E sin 9 sin G • I sin E cos 969
bY
-7i "" ali COil f COO 8 C08 G
BZ
• ---I B ain E co~ e 81n G - coe E ~ln 981
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8Z
- ---£ m - [I sin E sin 9 sin G + R C08 E C08 9)
89
STAPRL-2
c 1 sin E cos 9 cal G .
8i
- ~ • W COB 9. lin G81
··ax








.. w R COB 9 C08 G
.. - WCOI 8 cal E C08 G
• wI., COl E sin 9 COB G
·BY







... w sin E cos 9 cos G
Ie -wI. lin 'E sin" cos G
III - wR IID1n E Cos e sin G
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MAIN P~OGRAM STfAPE










fa PRINV OUT THE TRANSPOSES OF THE STATE tRANSITION
MAlfHlit PARTITIONS PHI, n(xs, new, AND TXU OVER AN
ARBITRARY INTERVAL OF TtHEo
CALLING SEQUENCE' CALL STMPRCTRT ... t,TRTHZ)
ARGUM£NT 11 ll'R1J'Ml
TRTH2
I TIME AT BEGINNING OF INTERVAL OVER WHICH
STATE TRANSITION MATRIX PARTITIONS HAVE
BEEN COMPUTED
I TIME AT END OF INTERVAL OVER WHICH STAlE
TRANSITION MATRIX PARTITIONS HAVE BEEN
. COMPUTED
5UBROUTINES SUPPORTEO' PRINT,. SETEVS GUISIH GUISS ,PRESIM
PRINT3 SETEVN GUIOH Gum PREO
PROBE PROOES






PURPOSE: PRINT THE EPOCH9 T, AND PRINT THE STATE VECTOR XI IN SEVERAL
COORDINATE SYSTEMS (GEOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC, HELIOCENTRIC EClIP-
TXC,ROTATING 8ARYCENTRIC, ROTATING LI-CENTRIC, AND ROTATING
L2-CENTRIC)
CALLING SEQUENCE: CAll STVCPR(XI,T)
ARGUMENTS: XI STATE VECTOR .


















VECTOR TO BE PRINTED
SUN-TO-BARYCENTER DISTANCE
RADIUS MAGNITUDE TO BE PRINTED
INTERMEDIATE VALUE
ROTATION MATRIX
VELOCITY MAGNITUDE TO BE PRINTED
VELOCITY DUE TO ROTATING FRAME OF ~EFERENCE
HELIOCENTRIC STATE VECTOR OF BARYCENTER
HELIOCENTRIC STATE VECTOR OF MOON





Subroutine STVCPR prints the state vector XI at epoch T in several coordinate
systems: geocentric eclipt±c, heliocentric ecliptic, rotating barycentric,
rotating Ll-centric and rotating L2-centric. The state vector XI is read
from the GTDS <Cowell) file in the geocentric ecliptic coordinate system, and
so the first print involves no transformation. The earth's heliocentric





Next the moon's heliocentric ecliptic state is obtained, and the barycenter's
state is computed
The rotating barycentric frame has the same Z-axis as the ecliptic, but
rotates so that the XI-axis is always the barycenter-sun line. A matrix












Then .the velocity change due to the rotation of the frame and to the
spacecraft position in the frame is added to the velocity, and the -third
print is the rotating barycentric representation of XI.
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STVCPR-2
For the last two representations, the origin of the coordinate system is
simply translated back and forth along the X'-axisto the Lagrangian Ll










PURPOSE: ~YMMETHIZE A SQUARF MATRIX
CALLING SEUUENCE: CALL SYMTRK(ARRAY,~)
ARGUMENTS: ARRAY NAM~ OF THE M-BY-M MATRIX




PURPOSE: FILL IN THE uPPE~-RIGHT TRIANGLF OF A SYMMETRIC SQUARE
MATRIX WHOSE LOwER-LEFT TRIANGLE WAS INPUT
CALLING SEuUENCE: CALL SYMTRZ(P,K.N}
ARGUMENTS: P SQUARE MATRIX TO BE COMPLETED (N-HY-N)
~ NUMBER OF ROwS IN USE
N ACTUAL DIMENSION O~ MATRIX
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED: NONE
SUAROUTINE TI"'IE
PURPOSE: CONVERT A TIME IN SECONDS INTO DAYS, HOURS, MINUTES. SECONDS
CALLING SEYUENCE: CALL TIME(TSEC,JDAY,JHR,JMIN,XSEC}"
'ARGUMENTS:TSEC TIME IN SECONDS
JOAY NUMBER OF DAYS
JHR NUMBER OF HOURS
JMIN NUMBfR Of MINUTES




PURPOSED TO COt4PUTE ·THE JULiAN ann:, EPOCH 1QOO, FROM THE
CALENDAR D~TE OR VO COMPUTE THE CALENDAR DATE FROM THE
JULIAN DATE ..












011 HOUR OF THE DAY
011 HINUTE OF HOUR
011 FRACTIONAL SECONDS
ICODE I OPERATIONAL HODE
= i, INDICATES THE JULIAN DATE IS INPUT,
CALENDAR DATE IS OUTPUT
= 0, INDICATES THE CALENDAR DATE IS INPUl,
'JULIAN DATE IS OUTPUT
SUBROUTINES SUPPORTED' DATA
SUBROUTINES REQU~REDg NONE
LOCAL SYHBOLSI Il NUMBER OF CENTURIES
IB YEARS IN PRESENT CENTURY
IP ~U~BE~ OF MONTH qBASEO QN HARCH AS NUMBER
ZERO»
IQ NUM6ER OF YEARS
IR NUM9ER~OF CENTURIES' DIVIDED 8Y 4
IS NUMBER. OF VE~RS SINCE LAST 400 YEAR
SECTION BEGAN
IV NUMBER OF LEAP VEARS IN PRESENT CENTURV
lU ~UMtER OF YEARS SINCE LAST LE~P YEAR










NUMBER OF DAYS IN JULIAN DATE
JULIAN DATE




PURPOSE: COMPUTE THE OBSERVATION MATRIX ANO ITS AUG~ENTATIONS




STATE VECTOR AT TIME OF MEASUREMENT
TYPE OF ~EASUREMENT
NUMBER OF ROWS IN OBSER~ATION MATRIX


































RADIUS OF STATION IA
L~TYTUDE OF STATION IA
LONGITUDE OF STATION IA
COSINE OF ~ARTH 08LIQUITY
COSINE OF STAR-PLANET ANGLE
COSHII: OF PAT2
TIME IN D4YS FROM INITIAL TIME ON FILE
Y-COMPONI:NT. EQUATORIAL LOCATION. STATlON lA
Z-COMPONENT9 EQUATORIAL LOCATION. STATION lA
ynOT-COMPONENT. EQUATO~IAL LOCATION. STATION IA
GEOCENTRIC tQUATORIAL LOCATION OF STATION IA
INDEX OF STATION M~KING ~EA~UREMENT
COLUMN NUMBER IN ~ATRIX Al
INDEX TO LOCATE AUGMENTATION PARAMETERS FOR IA
LAST AUGMENTATION PARAMETER TO BE CHECKED
COLU~N NUMBER IN MATRIX AM
COlU~N NUMBER IN MATRIX AN ,
REFERENCE I~DEX, STAR-PLANET ANGLES
STAR-PLANET ANGLE CURRENTLY BEING COMPUTED
LAST STAR-PLANET ANGLE TO BE COMPUTED
ARRAY OF PARTIALS D(RF)/D(Gf-LS)
ARRAY OF PARTIALS O(RFI/D(R-PLANET)
INTERMEDIATE VARIARLE
~OUR ANGLE OF STATION IA
RADIUS OF EP~E~ERIS PLAN~T (EARTH)
STATE VECTOR WRT EARTH OR WRY STATION IA
MAGNITUDE OF RF
R~NGf.-RATI:
SPIN RAnIUS OF STATION IA
SINE OF ,EARTH OBLIQUITY
SINE OF STAR-PLANET ANGLE
SINE OF PI\T2
UNIT VECTOlh 01RECTION OF STAR NA.
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TRAKto1-B
COMMON COMPUTED: Al AM AN G ~





















Subroutine TRAKM computes all observation matrix partitions for the
measurement type indicated by ITRK. The number of rows, NR, in the
measurement and the observation matrix partitions is also computed.
The linearized observation equation can be written as
y Hx + Mx + Gu + Lv + Nw
s
where y is the observable, x is the spacecraft state, and x , u,
S
v, and ware solve-for, dynamic consider, measureme~t consider, and
ignorepatameter vectors, respectively. The function of subroutine
TRAKM is to computeth~ observation matrix partitions H, M, G, L,
and N, which indicate the sensitivity of the observable v to changes
in x, x , u, v, and w, respectively, in the error analysis/generalized
s
covariance analysis program. The matrix N is computed only for a
genera lized covariance ana lysis.
In the remainder of this section the measurement equation and all
partial derivatives required to construct the H, M, G, and L observa-
tion matrix partitions will be summarized for each measurement type.
A. Range Measurement
A range measurement has form
\ ~ ( X, R, Q, 0, t)





[ (X _ X· - X )2 + (Y _ Y _ Y )2 + (Z - ZESE S E
TRAKM-2
where X, Y, Z =




inertial position components of spacecraft
inertial position components of Earth
station position components relative ta Earth.
XS' YS' and Z are related to H, 9, and ~ as follows:S
X R cos 9 cos G
S
YS = R cos 9 cos E sin G + R sin 9 sin E
Z -R cos 9 sin E sin G + R sin 9 cos E
S
where E is the obliquity of .the Earth, and
G = 'lJ + GHA
where GHA is the Greenwich hour angle at time t.
Partials of p with respect to spacecraft state are given by








1 (Y - Y Y ) ap = 0
-
a Y P E S .8Y
ap 1 (Z - Zs) 8P= z - = 0
oZ P E 8 z.
Partials of P with respect to R, 9, and ~ are given by
8P
= .liL
axS 8P 8YS oP oZS
+ -- + --
oR oXS oR Oys 8R azS oR
8P ap axS 8P 8 YS 8P ~ZS
= + + --
89 OX 09 ay 89 az a9S S S
ap ap axS ap '" ays ap azs
=
-- + .-- +














and th~ Il('gatives of the partials of XS ' YS ' and Zg with respect to
H, 9, and ~ art' sUlninarizl.'d ill thl.' suhroutine STAPRL analysis .
.
B. ){angl.~-rat.I.' mbu;url'lIlcnlp
A rallgl.·-ratl' Illl,.:l/;url.'II1('nt has form
p = p (X R f\ (J t), ,~, 'P,
where all arguments have been defined previously. More explicitly,
• • +p p' +p p.P = Px Px y y z z
P
. .
where p = X X X Px - X X Xx E S E S
. . .
Py = Y YE Ys Py = Y YE Ys
.
Pz = Z - ZE - Zs Pz Z ZE Zs
I XS ' YS ' and Zs are related to R, Q, and Ii' as follows:
x - W R cos Q sin G
S




where W is the rota tiona 1 ra te of the Earth .
•
Partials of p with respect to spacecraft state are given by
.
• • ..{JP Px PxP ap Px
-- =aX p 2 ax pp
0 •
·
.(Jp ~ P y P {}p &= '- ={)Y P p2 BY. P
.
·oP pz Pz P ~ ~III
OZ P p2 OZ P
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TRAKM-4
The partia 1 of P with respect to R. is given by
8;; . a XS . iJ YS . aZScP + oP + iJp +
--
::
















and :: etc.iJx aX ,S
.. .
The negatives of the partials of xS' Ys ' zS' xS ' YS ' and
to R, Q, and Ii' are summarized .in the subroutine STAPRL
of p with respect to Q and ~ are treated similarly.
C. Star-planet angle measurement" a .
A star-planet angle measurement has form a
.-
CJ,:: a ( X; a, e, i, Q , W , M)
.
Zs wi th respec t
analysis. Partials
·e
where a, e, i, Q, W , and M are the standard set of target planet
.orbital elements.
~
If we differ p :: (p ,p ,p ) to be the position of the target planet
x y z
relative to the spacecraft and (u, v, w) to be the direction cosines of the
relevant star, then
a -1 [ .l.(uP + vp + wP ) ]:: cos p X Y z
where
p :: X - X, P :: Y - Y, P :: Z - Z,
x p y p z p
and (X , Y ,. Z ) represent the position coordinates of the target planet.p p p
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TRAKM-5
Partia Is of a wi th respect to spacecraft state arc given by
oa 1 '\ (~ p cos a ') Oa.x 0ax sin Of p2 Ox
aCt. 1 (~ Py co, a ) Oa.- -- - 0Oy sin O! p2 Oy
(JOI (; - p co~ O! ') .001z-- -- = 0OZ sin a. p2 02
where
s in a = + [1 - cos 2 01 J-\
D. Apparent planet diameter measurement P
An apparent planet diameter measurement has form
f3 = fJ ( X, a, e, i, Q, W , M)
where all arguments have been defined previously.
Defining P = (p, p , p) to be the position of the target planet relative
x y z
to the spacecraft\and Rp to be the radius of the target planet, the apparent
pl~net diameter can'then be written as
{3= 2 sin- l (i)
Partials of fJ with rcspel.:t to sp:ll.:ccraft Rtate arc given by
8/3 2 R fJ
=
p x
OX p2 [p2 _ R 2] ~
p
8/3 2 R Py
::
p
{}y p2 [p 2 - R/ J -\
8P 2 R Pp z
--










Zero out Observation Matrix
Partitions and State Vector
of station. Compute DEL,tim
in da s ast start of fil~.
TRAKM-6
YES
2 if ITRK even
YES
Compute Station Locatio? R, 8, ~,
and geocentric ecliptic state
vector GELS
Compute RF, the state wrt Earth if
2 ~ ITRK or if ITRK ~ 9; wrt




NRth row of H ,
}--Y-E-S-~CRETURN)
Compute 1st row of H
0ET~J~=YE""S~
"'--N=O-l>( RETURN)
Choose column in augmented
observation matrix to be
filled and compute its
elements.
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Set up logic for
all three star-
planet angles
Set up logic for
only one star-
rI---------G:>I~---------Ip la ne tang 1e ,
ITRK-lO
NO
star -Compute H matrix for
planet angle under
consideration.
s H augmented for this star-
planet angle? ~
Pick element in H-partition
to be set = 1.
NO
Is this the last star-




SUBROUTINE TRJTR~ (PRELIM ENTRY POINT)
PURPOSE: DUMMY LINK WITH NON HALO ORBIT OPTIONS
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL TRJTRY
----------------.----.-_._-----------.--------------------------------------.---
SUBROUTINE TRN5PS
PURPOSE: TO FORM THE TRANSPOSE OF A MATRIX






I MATRIX TO BE TRANSPOSED
o RECEIVING MATRIX
I NUMRE~ OF ROWS IN A AND COLUMNS IN B





PURPOSE: TO ZERO OUT A MATRIX
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